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DRAMATIS PERSONNAE 

 

RICHARD (King Edward’s youngest brother) 

ANNE (Richards’ wife) 

KING EDWARD 

QUEEN ELIZABETH (King Edward’s wife) 

GEORGE (Richard’s older brother and King Edward’s younger brother) 

ISOBEL (George’s wife) 

LORD WILLIAM STANLEY 

LADY MARGARET (Widow of slain King, Henry VI) [Also the “Old Crone”] 

JANE SHORE (Edward’s mistress) 

THOMAS DORSET (Queen Elizabeth’s son from a previous marriage) 

EARL ANTHONY RIVERS (Queen Elizabeth’s brother) 

LORD WILLIAM HASTINGS (Edward’s Chamberlain and good friend) 

LORD BUCKINGHAM [Also “George”] 

BISHOP MORTON 

BISHOP STILLINGTON 

OLD CRONE  [Also “Lady Margaret] 

FRIAR SHAW [Also “Dorset”] 

PRIEST OF LONDON  [Also “Hastings”] 

CITIZENS OF LONDON 

ACROBATS etc 
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The DREAM OF RICHARD, KING 

Prologue 

EXT: RICHARD BREAKS THROUGH A BLACK SURFACE.  HE IS FACE DOWNWARD, WEARING A CAPE AND 
A BERET WITH A WHITE ROSE BADGE.  HE THROWS OFF PIECES OF BLACKTOP, COMES TO FULL HEIGHT 
AND MOVES DOWNSTAGE. 

Image of Richard’s wife, Anne, against a starry night sky,  

with the hardly perceptible flashing of a “Parking” sign. 

 

RICHARD 

Anne. 

Face that coextends with space and time; 

Guilty evocation and evoker of my guilt; 

Whose flesh and passion I once denied - 

I was intent, like others, on denying self, 

And learned too late my own intentions. 

I could not shake the traps 

Of paradox and contradiction, 

Which snared me at the instant of my birth, 

Which hurt me most when I strained against them. 

 

Anne’s image and the parking lot sign fade. 

 

How did this mind make a secret of itself? 

For though it made me numb with reason 

And belief of reason, it did not let me curse  

The ragged jaws of our humanity or confess my pain. 

This mind worked beneath my knowing 

To snap the iron essences of need and used 

My life to amplify the energies of my discontent.  

I could nor love or hate, 

Or invent a god for my salvation 

Nor look outside myself for hell. 

I stood alone and self possessed 

Assuming the finality of my death. 

But still, this mind absorbed 

The beautiful notion of a universe 

And deduced its freedom 

In the simple atoms of my fate. 

These fragments constitute my ruin.   
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ACT ONE 

Scene 1 

EXT.  THE ROSE GARDEN AT WARWICK CASTLE 

 

Enter George, angry, with Isobel and Anne. 

 

ISOBEL 

Hear of it you will, George.  Why run? 

We’re only women.  Fear us not. 

 

GEORGE 

Bah!  I run from noise.  My head’s a hell 

From last night’s revels.  Wife, leave off! 

 

ISOBEL 

My sister, Anne, is here.  Do not withhold 

Your blessing now.  With one glass we can 

Toast her match with Richard and quell 

The soggy flames that burn your brain. 

You know - hair of dog - your old refrain. 

 

GEORGE 

The matter’s settled, Isobel!  Settled for me, 

For you, for Anne and for Warwick, whose 

Soul you rouse from the great church of death. 

Leave it be!  Leave your father to find his rest 

In his breathless sepulchre. 

 

ISOBEL 

You think our father would not bless 

Anne’s marriage?  If he rumbles now, 

It’s because you prevaricate. 

 

GEORGE 
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It is because his daughters prate! 

The shrill noise of female wishes 

Niggle the stone under which he lays,  

And overwhelm the choir that sings-out 

The righteous lyrics that require  

We honour his dead, rebel cause.   

Alive here and now, he would not 

Permit a Gordian knot to tie 

His house to Edward’s.  His ghost  

would take-up Alexander’s sword 

And slice that strangulating cord. 

Marry Anne to Richard?  No and No! 

Let the proposal die.  Now go! 

 

ANNE 

George, do not wave our father’s flag. 

On the bloody earth, that tattered rag 

No longer flew for his fated 

And tragic politics.  He loved  

Edward like a brother. Father 

Loved you and loved my Richard too. 

 

GEORGE 

Anne, what you say does not ring true. 

He loved me; gave me Isobel. 

But he died with hatred in his heart 

For my royal brother, Edward. 

 

ANNE 

On the clamouring battlefield 

He regretted and repented 

His peevish, ill-thought wrath.  Atop 

His snorting, fire-breathing horse 

He felt the stab of his betrayal. 

He cried out to crying God above, 

I have never done a thing for love. 

A blasted and pathetic man, 

Under that discontented sun, 

In that bitter, winter wind, he 

Screamed at the savage enemy: 

Himself!  He bared his body then 

To the King’s hot and angry lance, 
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And surrendered to the moment, 

Fell into the final battle-trance, 

The untold dream of the dead and done. 

 

GEORGE 

He did not regret.  Did not repent. 

 

ISOBEL 

That he did, George.  And you know it. 

 

Richard walks into the scene.  But does not engage with the others. 

 

ANNE 

You only seek to keep estates 

That would go to me on marriage. 

 

GEORGE 

Trust me, you have my motives wrong. 

 

RICHARD 

We did not trust you to know your self - 

Why you banged the drums of a poor excuse. 

We could peer through a prism honestly 

To tease-out the colours of your 

Real concerns.  Bastard feudalism 

Put us at odds because Noble  

Fortune was a game of zero sums. 

What I was to get from wedding  

Anne would come at your expense.  

 

ISOBEL 

What’s yours is yours.  That’s all that’s true. 
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GEORGE 

Nothing good of this marriage comes; 

Just confusion and new discord. 

Edward’s doubtful Queen is on the board  

And moves freely where she would.   

Her brother, Rivers, her oldest sons - 

the brothers Gray – all the zealots 

of the Woodville clan, are allied 

Against our interests.  Our aging King 

Cuts us, his only brothers, loose 

To act against the other’s good. 

The best end game is one that’s tied; 

Only equal powers make a 

Lasting truce.  Do this now, the shift 

Of wealth from these estates puts all 

At risk once Edward’s died.  To say 

“No” to you is my wedding gift. 

 

ISOBEL 

Your paradox just serves your self. 

 

ANNE 

Love should get all that love deserves 

And Richard marries me for love. 

 

 

GEORGE 

Not for love and not for anything. 

 

George pulls his sword. 

 

ISOBEL 

Don’t be a fool, George.  In Richard’s eyes 

You’ll see a way to compromise. 

 

Isobel takes George away.  Anne turns to Richard 

across the stage and speaks. 
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RICHARD 

This reflexive hand was on the hilt  

Of my much used, two-edged sword. 

And there, for the sake of love, 

It hung.  For love of Anne and George 

I forsook all claims to such estates 

As might come to me through her. 

But, George, I swore, never again 

Confront me with a threat of force. 

Do that, your life will end its course. 

 

ANNE 

Richard, I will go to Isobel, 

George’s faults are her cringing shame. 

All your strengths make me proud instead 

To be your wife; to take your name. 

 

Exit Anne. 
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Scee 2 

INT:  THE PALACE, LONDON 

Queen Elizabeth and her son Dorset (Thomas Gray) 

 

ELIZABETH 

The north winds blow down on London 

With the shiver of a rumour 

That Edward’s brother, Richard, 

Has married Warwick’s daughter, Anne. 

 

DORSET 

It’s true.  My good uncle, Rivers, 

Sent a rider with a warning 

From Wales:  This dubious match may 

Conceal a plan.  On ice-cracked roads 

Through the cold, white countryside 

Rider and horse flew like snow 

Through a bitter, brittle day and night  

Beneath a heatless, distant sun  

And a shrunken, faithless moon. 

Breathless at the Palace gate 

He exhaled his news and asked 

The burning question: Sister Queen, 

On those two reconciled brothers 

Move soon, or for now hold tight? 

I told River’s messenger to wait 

For River’s needs his answer fast 

Before the fateful die are cast. 

 

ELIZABETH 

What’s done is done.  Edward will not 

Untie the knot his brothers’ tied. 

I remember how when George rebelled 

With Warwick, the King was shaken. 

Warwick?  “Yes”, he cried, “A traitor!” 

But George?  No!  He indulged that 

Wayward, stupid, drunken man. 

He tried to laugh it off.  Poor George 

He said, he took old Warwick’s bait 

Which Warwick dangled in George’s  

Fathomless lake of hope and hate. 
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George holds a mirror to his face 

And there he sees a King he loves 

While concocting arguments that 

Convince him he has a cogent case 

To usurp the throne.  And Richard? 

That is not a brother he’d disown. 

 

DORSET 

So, what word to Rivers now? 

 

ELIZABETH 

The King’s friends and loyal men will  

Check the Royal brothers.  For now, 

Rivers should not extend his neck. 

Look, here comes the King.  Go now. 

 

Exit Dorset.  Enter King Edward, Lord Hastings,  

Lord Stanley, Lady Stanley (Queen Margaret) and 

Jane Shore (Edward’s mistress) on Hasting’s arm. 

 

 

EDWARD 

Ah, good wife and Queen.  All alone? 

 

ELIZABETH 

Good husband, greetings.  And to all. 

You seem well today, King Edward. 

Red cheeks, clear eyes, a happy gait -  

Like a newlywed in the dawn 

Not a time-worn Head of State.   

 

EDWARD 

In truth, We are a riven cog 

With a broken mast, sinking fast 

To the eternal ocean floor. 
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ELIZABETH 

Well Sir, a simple masterstroke 

Could take you to the nearest shore. 

Too tired to swim?  Hasting’s baggage 

Will float upon the savage water 

To buoy you up a few years more. 

 

EDWARD 

(To Elizabeth sarcastically) 

Do that when you and I can row? 

Let’s not ply where its wild and wet, 

But keep to a protected course 

Where the winds of change won’t 

Upset our settled expectations. 

(To Hastings and Stanley) 

Good sirs, where are Our brothers? 

 

HASTINGS 

George comes with Isobel, who is sick, 

To consult the court physician. 

 

STANLEY 

Richard’s camped near Leicester 

And shall soon arrive.   

 

HASTINGS 

Anne remains at Middleham 

Where they thrive.  

 

ELIZABETH 

(To all) 

The King must have the final word. 

So, I’m off to pray at a seat  

Of power where, above the bell 
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Sounds, I’ll be heard by our Holy 

But confounded, God.  And you sir, 

 

(To Edward) 

 

Well, love your brothers as you must. 

But, do not repose your trust in them! 

The peace you brought will not last 

If you give George a set of wings  

That will let him fly above our son. 

Turn in your grave and shout out 

A thousand bootless cries as you 

Decompose: the falcon will not 

Hear the falconer.  And Richard, 

Duty-bound by love will hold this earth 

Against all opposing force, while George 

Circles in the sky and preys on us. 

 

 

Exit Elizabeth. 

 

EDWARD 

The Queen thinks me an aging fool. 

But, I will not allow my rule 

To end where purposes are crossed. 

My eldest son will take the Crown - 

Full stop.  The Queen’s dignity upheld - 

Full stop. The peace will not be lost -  

Full stop.  George’s honour satisfied - 

Full stop.  And Richard? He’s the key - 

The stone that holds the doorway arch 

In place, so we can move space to space, 

From here to there and then to now. 

His loyalty is true and tried. 

Now, let us go to a place of song 

Where human voices wake us 

But do not drown the human spirit 

In endless talk of right and wrong.  
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Scene 3 

 

EXT. – BOSWORTH’S FIELD NEAR LEICESTER – DAWN 

 

Richard alone in Bosworths’ field. 

 

RICHARD 

My brother King had beckoned me 

To London – to its loathed streets - where 

He would load on me the duties 

He thought no other man should bear. 

Moving every closer to 

The circling vortex of the city, 

Near Leicester, my men and I camped 

A night, then, at dawn, doused fires, 

Struck tents, enjoyed a morning piss. 

And then? Well, I remember this: 

The sun broke through, bright and strong 

Above Bosworth’s field.  The dark edge 

Of that last winter’s night moved west 

Chased by spring’s lengthening reach. 

I heard the crack of breaking ice; 

The speech of all the budding trees, 

The lilting songs of growing grass. 

And then? A seer came forth and spoke. 

 

Enter an old woman pushing a shopping cart full of bric a brac. 

 

CRONE 

Oh god, is it mere age that makes me fear? 

In my years, I’ve learned laws; I know at last 

What is up, what down: You in our manly heaven; 

Lucifer at the hot center of creation; and 

All mankind caught in the middle, creatures 

Of these surfaces that shrink in the light 

Of your omnipresence.  I believe.  I believe. 

But what do I believe? 
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RICHARD 

Old woman…  

 

CRONE 

Youth, say nothing.   

This is between my god and me. 

One of us has a medieval mind.   

How else explain the terror of  

What is and what will be.  

 

RICHARD 

You walk as in a dream. 

 

CRONE 

It is the dreamtime of the old I walk within. 

Past, present and future are all one  

In my predicament.  Yes, I am afraid. 

I have the right to fear, for I walk from there 

To here and nothing changes. 

 

RICHARD 

Fearing only what’s in your mind. 

 

CRONE 

In Bedfordshire, blood rained upon 

The whitest linen drying there. 

 

RICHARD 

And did you see it?  With your own eyes? 

 

CRONE 

In Kent, above the valley floor 

The roiling clouds could not conceal 

A million horsemen surging through the air. 
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RICHARD 

Madam, I might believe you if you 

Could swear that with your own eyes 

You saw that floating charge. 

 

CRONE 

If in my faith I have made default, I’d watch  

Them ride to earth and crystalize  

On everything I know.  I see with my ears 

My Lord, and listen to what my neighbours say. 

I have grown old having to believe someone. 

Someone. 

 

RICHARD 

Believe only what you see and  

Even then be skeptical. 

 

CRONE 

At Huntington, a guileless girl  

Eight months large with child 

Was horror struck to hear her unborn son 

Wail and sob within her womb. 

I was there and put my ear  

To the belly of the girl and heard 

That child crying.  So I heard, I heard, My Lord 

And would have died but for the humour 

Of my aging heart which keeps me living, 

And so would the bearer of such despair. 

 

RICHARD 

Well, I cannot believe you. 

 

CRONE 

Who could believe, who divides so  

Resolutely his faith and reason.  But 

You will see and hear all that I  

Have seen and heard, for the ancient  
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Prophets pledge that all that happens, 

Repeats - time and time and time again. 

Here in Bosworth’s field, where your white 

Charger chews the new grass unaware, 

The breezes of the future blow,  

And in the very molecules of air  

You breathe is the unspeakable stink 

Of a time to come. 

 

RICHARD 

Say no more. 

 

The Crone pulls and twists Richard’s nose. 

 

Ow!  My God!  Are you insane? 

I could have you hung for insolence. 

 

Richard reflexively raises his hand to strike her. 

 

CRONE 

Wake up! Wake up!  Huh!  Hang a girl 

For her old woman’s impudence? 

 

She jabs her finger in his breastbone. 

 

Lost my senses?  Bah and bosh! 

Not here.  Not now.  Not ever.  

 

 

RICHARD 

I’ll hear no more. 
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CRONE 

Where you are found you will be lost. 

Where you were lost you will be found. 

The kicked-up dirt will mix with blood  

And your horse will mire in the mud 

Amidst a host of groaning men. 

As the battle shoves you closer 

To the center of the killing  

Ground, you will never think about 

The salvation of your raging soul. 

And never will the pressing causes 

That impelled you here, whose genesis 

And last effects are never known,   

Sound above the awful noises  

Of so many desperate men. 

Even as you are lost to instinct, 

To reflex and frantic muscle 

Your brain will know it does not serve 

A higher purpose.  You will not act 

In the cause of all mankind but, 

Like all the warriors wailing 

On this blooded ground, to wake 

Once again to your beating heart. 

 

RICHARD 

You affront me with your prophecy. 

Talk to this oncoming wind, not to me. 

 

 

Richard leaves her but shelters behind a tree to listen to more. 

 

CRONE 

Your swinging sword swings just for life, 

Not at the pretence of would-be kings, 

Not for kingdoms gained or lost. 

Our lives are smaller in their scope. 

There is always the enemy or  

The infidel - for us, for them.   

And one seeks them out to undermine 

Their power or waits until, in  

The ultimate moment of their 

Enmity, they come to kill and  
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We are subject to the imposition 

Of their will.  That is our choice  

On God’s colour-coded earth, how  

We live our seasons and our days. 

Ride you hence, Sir, but here on  

Bosworth’s field, in a time that’s coming  

Fast as light, there will be a clash  

Of force and force, and your death  

Will come from treasons that you could 

Foretell - if for once you put your  

Feelings above your self-effacing  

Reasons.   Soon the wind of the past  

Will blow and carry the pitiful  

Bargain of your dying voice: 

A horse, a horse, my Kingdom  

For a horse!  But, remember this 

It is in the sunny here and now, 

You set your course and destiny 

For in the end is that beginning 

Where your life recoils and uncoils. 

 

Exit old crone, hobbling, pushing cart, cackling. 
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Scene 4 

EXT.  – A PALACE CHAMBER, NIGHT 

 

Enter Edward with great difficulty in the company of Hastings  

and Stanley, who each have an arm.  Out a window,  

the faint glow of neon lights.  Richard looks on. 

 

HASTINGS 

Sit here, M’Lord. 

 

STANLEY 

Sire, take your ease. 

 

EDWARD 

My body dogs me; but my brain 

Is turning still, wheel and cog. 

Are we alone? 

 

HASTINGS 

We are M’Lord. 

 

EDWARD 

No ears against the chamber door? 

 

STANLEY 

Just deaf space fills the ancient halls; 

And mute stone makes the Castle walls. 

 

EDWARD 

So only you, good friends, and God, 

Will hear us talk.  That is our wish 

As the clock hands of our little life 

Marks each minute as We unwind.   
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HASTINGS 

Speak in confidence as you must. 

Stanley and I hold all in trust. 

 

EDWARD 

We have loved Our wife.   

 

STANLEY 

Sire, you have. 

 

EDWARD 

But when Lizzy Woodville became 

My Queen, her greedy clan came forth 

Like rats to scraps.  The brothers Grey, 

Sons of old Sir John, Earl Rivers,  

And a busy crowd of Dukes, 

Titled ladies and unholy holy men 

And many more of a lower sort -  

All of them gnaw on Our good will. 

 

Edward tries to stand but falls back on his stool.  Hastings 

and Stanley help him to his feet. 

 

In my earthy, primal love for her 

I never saw the vultures wheel 

In the sundrenched sky above 

Or felt the beaks that chewed on Us 

To strip Our aging, meatless bones.  

To them this Court still delivers 

Its prestige and poor-boy treasure, 

So, now We are the dying King 

Of an endangered, bankrupt State. 

Our son is thus at risk. He must not, 

Be stuck with Our worries or Our fate. 

Therefore, you must know Our pleasure 

Before they put Us down and under. 
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HASTINGS 

Say what you will, my Lord and King, 

My longest, dearest friend.  But not 

That you will not attend my funeral. 

 

STANLEY 

And Hastings has no plan to die. 

Sit again, King Edward, on the chair. 

Tell us what you’d have us do 

To ensure the safety of the Heir. 

 

They help Edward sit. 

 

EDWARD 

Await the reading of Our will 

Wherein I make Our Royal brother 

The guardian of Our transition. 

 

HASTINGS 

George, my Lord!? 

 

STANLEY 

Is that wise? 

 

EDWARD 

Richard shall be Lord Protector! 

And though George will stomp my grave 

And all the Woodvilles rant and rave, 

Richard will be Our will’s respecter. 

Say not a word of this before I die.  

The centre will not hold if rumours fly. 

After someone shouts “the King is Dead, 

Long live the King”, Our son shall come 

To London under Richard’s care 
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From Ludlow Castle where Rivers 

Has too long had the Prince’s ear. 

 

 

HASTINGS 

 

We’re to check any countermove? 

 

 

EDWARD 

 

That is my wish and my command. 

 

 

STANLEY 

 

We will be your living eye and hand. 

 

 

Sound of a knock on the door.  Enter Jane Shore. 

They are all happy to see her. 

 

 

JANE 

 

My Lord, and gentlemen.  I come 

To say your brothers have arrived. 

George is in a Smithfield’s tavern.  

A tired Richard’s at Ludgate now.   

 

 

HASTINGS 

 

Good Lady Shore, you have contrived, 

To find the closed door’s secret code. 

 

 

JANE 

 

To corner the Lion in his den,  

It’s true, but not the basking Pride. 

Is business done, or have you more? 
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STANLEY 

This wise old King has now bestowed 

His desires on us two old men. 

 

EDWARD 

Our good friends are well informed 

Of how the future will unfold. 

Your King may now play the fool 

While squatting on the Royal stool. 

 

STANLEY 

We heard you very well, M’Lord. 

 

HASTINGS 

And understood.  We’ll leave you now 

So sweet Jane’s words can be explored 

In the very mouth that gave them voice. 

 

 

Exit Hastings and Stanley. 

 

JANE 

You disclosed your plan for Richard? 

 

EDWARD 

We did.  Of course, they will support him. 

 

JANE 

And if George is riled to rebel again? 

 

EDWARD 

He will recall the just rewards 

I promised him should he break  

The oath he made when Warwick fell. 
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JANE 

And if his memory fails again? 

 

EDWARD 

The executioner shall take his head 

And carry it in his bloody pail 

To London Bridge where he’ll impale 

It above the River Thames, and George 

Can watch the currents do their dance 

From the pointed message of the lance. 

 

JANE 

And your plan for me, King Edward? 

 

Edward stands. 

 

EDWARD 

Your future is this very Britain’s 

Testament of youth – where brains 

And beauty do not lay down for 

Men of war like me, but men of peace. 

Money you will have, of course; 

A fine estate at my expense, 

Servants, gardens, jewels and gowns, 

All a woman might ever wish - 

But if you really want some man 

To love - and crave return of love 

To you - surrender the habits 

Of your gilded life.  Feed and clothe 

Yourself with all the little truths 

That matter and construct your house 

So no lies can enter.  Never 

Search for love in the corrupted 

Playgrounds of the court where beauty 

Is - and will be always - a sport 

The aging woman cannot win. 
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ELIZABETH 

(from off) 

Edward?!  Edward!? 

 

EDWARD 

Quick, into shadow.  Not a sound. 

 

Jane steps into a deep shadow.  Enter Elizabeth 

with Margaret Stanley and Bishop John Morton. 

 

EDWARD 

Good wife and Queen, Lady Margaret, 

Bishop Morton.  You’re out of breath! 

(To Elizabeth) 

Find some comfort on this little throne. 

(To all) 

What is your pleasure?  Can it wait? 

I confess, I was leaving here 

To find a softer place to fall -  

To nap as old men nap in the 

Sunny afternoon before they sleep 

In earnest once their lunch is down. 

 

ELIZABETH 

Husband Edward, where is your rose? 

 

EDWARD 

This badge upon my sash has one. 

 

ELIZABETH 

But, Sir, it does not yield a scent. 

Strange. My nose has caught a perfume 

In this parlour of assignations. 

Lady Margaret, what do you suppose? 

Whose essence do you think we smell? 
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LADY MARGARET 

Essential man - in his every cell. 

 

BISHOP MORTON 

M’Lady, this King is in need of rest. 

 

ELIZABETH 

The King would like to hear this news. 

The headline is briefly this: 

As your Queen and wife and as mother 

To the Prince of Wales, our son 

I have prevailed upon my brother 

To act as his Protector. 

 

BISHOP MORTON 

One less thing to think about, M’Lord. 

 

Edward stumbles and becomes flustered. 

 

EDWARD 

Rivers?  Yes. Well, Hastings also 

Put his name to me.  Good man he. 

 

HASTINGS 

An splendid choice, we all agree. 

 

EDWARD 

Thank Rivers for his thoughtfulness. 

Now take me hence.  I feel a chill 

Coming off the latest draft  

Of my last testament and will. 
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Exit Edward being supported on Elizabeth’s arm. 

 

RICHARD 

He took her arm as in days of old, 

And though their hearts had turned cold 

To one another as each evolved 

In the over-heated noise and strife 

Of Edward’s Court, they both began 

To see their future.  Life itself 

Began to toll its bells for them 

And in the church of now they saw 

Their past – how much lust and love 

They shared, and how in days long gone 

They had laughed at passing time and 

All their cares.  The hard lives they’d led 

Brought them to this sweet compromise 

But it was so replete and rife  

With bitter lies, it would not last.  

 

Morton approaches Lady Margaret. 

 

BISHOP MORTON 

 The King’s words leave a baleful doubt. 

 

LADY MARGARET 

I caught it too.  Our Queen does not 

Listen well.  Ambiguity  

Flies far above her downturned  

And determined head.  She can’t discern 

Flying predators from their prey; 

All birds are birds, but all beaks bite. 

Her words squawk and chirp; her tweets 

Fall on everyone like shit from every 

Cause she perches on, which now 

Is the plan of his Succession. 

She’ll have her way once he is dead. 

What she heard from Edward’s mouth 

Are just those words she wanted said. 
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BISHOP MORTON 

Rivers may be this old King’s choice, 

In fact.  But, I think not.  My guess 

Is the Prince will be protected 

By Edward’s brother, George - unless 

Some intervening voice puts George’s 

Loyalty in doubt.  There is a way 

M’Lady, to put the Crown in play. 

 

LADY MARGARET 

Do not dare to raise my hopes.  My old 

Life as Henry’s Queen is long forgot. 

Stanley, my husband of convenience, 

Adores the King who killed my King 

And Richard who killed my son. 

So, my moldering, putrid hate 

Sits in a cold pot on a cold stove,  

Where it will only boil if someone 

Strikes a match to kindle the fuel 

Under my revenge. 

 

Jane shuffles and makes a noise. 

 

BISHOP MORTON 

What ho!  Is someone here?  Come forth! 

 

Jane comes out of the shadows. 

 

JANE 

Only I - now privy to conspiracy.  

A certain Bishop to a certain Queen. 

Whose move is next?  What will it be? 

Even a little pawn like me  

Can guard an endangered King. 

 

BISHOP MORTON 

Our fears have taken time to speak; 

Our worries express their doubts; 
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We blab and utter fantasies 

To vent our spleens.  And here 

You may speak freely too; relieve 

The swelling dreads you nurse.  Confide 

In those who only wish, that life - 

Once Edward’s gone - gets better. 

 

LADY MARGARET 

 

In between now and Edward’s death 

Think with whom you’d rather be in bed. 

 

LADY JANE 

I have been many years at Court, 

As mistress to our beloved King, 

Looked down upon by such as you 

And all the noble congeries 

Who crowd these overheated rooms, 

And wear their double-dealing faces. 

 

LADY MARGARET 

Like all women, you stand and wait. 

I get it.  Put your hair in curls, 

Hike your bosom ‘til they float 

Under men’s breathless noses. 

Don’t let your thoughts escape your throat. 

Walk just so, strike pretty poses. 

Smell like the fruit of heaven, 

Hide the blemish on your skin. 

Leaven wit with a hint of whore, 

Give just a little but promise more. 

Make all men seem more than they are, 

Admire every battle scar. 

 

BISHOP MORTON 

And make a future for yourself. 

Knowledge and knowhow will take us there. 
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BISHOP MORTON 

Then, Ladies, in my church please find 

A man who’d rather know your mind 

Than to your sex be deaf and blind. 

 

Exit Morton, Lady Margaret and Lady Jane. 
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Scene V 

EXT:  A LONDON STREET NEAR THE PALACE, MORNING, SOUND OF FUNERAL BELLS 

 

Enter George, slightly drunk with wine and self pity, in a funeral procession.   

The pall bearers carry a brass rubbing of a medieval woman. 

 There are signs on stores along the street: Boots, Sainsbury’s etc. 

Richard tries to engage with George, but can’t. 

 

GEORGE 

Never so small nor little loved, 

This grieving mind even yet 

Can hear short words she could not keep 

From me, and words I did not think 

That I could speak.  In the four lights 

Of day I see her face, and in 

The clocking sun we once turned around 

My own face not near so bright 

Because she’s gone.   She’s gone. 

 

RICHARD 

Look.  My brother comes.  Who is it George? 

 

GEORGE 

Here lies my wife, and still within 

Her belly, my boy, my son. 

 

RICHARD 

Say not Isobel! 

 

Enter Lady Margaret from a different direction, with Bishop Morton. 

 

GEORGE 

My, Isobel.  Whom all admired.   

One who was square with the world. 
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LADY MARGARET 

Now eternally parallel,  

Such is the geometry of life. 

M’Lord, be glad for her and her unborn. 

 

GEORGE 

Be glad!?  She was a wife whose spirit 

At the instant of her death, rose like a bubble 

From the bottom waters of humanity 

And left me scuttling for cover on this unmoved earth. 

Such was her virtuosity with the many instruments 

That orchestrate a holy life, that even as the priest 

Pronounced dust to dust, with our Maker  

She will have composed new standards for saintliness   

While I endure the wrappings of this peopled place. 

 

LADY MARGARET 

We’re all alone together 

 

GEORGE 

Lady, you cannot grasp the magnitude 

Of my loneliness, how I am so small 

Among my imaginings.  And sir, though ‘tis dangerous 

To look through a God-like eye, I do 

And see encircled all the simple elements 

Of time and space.  I see through all the concentrics 

Of cosmology, to where earth is anchored  

In the universe, and little men in the sad 

Contest of their souls proceed in masses 

To their graves.  I see in their slow parade 

This unforgiving box where in my lady lies, 

Dead to her husband and a mother for all eternity. 

I think of my son in her unyielding womb 

And I think I hear him cry.  And I see 

As I see through the eye of god what’s left of me –  

This hole through which all his desperate noises 

Come to pray on my remaining sanity. 

Now make way strangers, make way. 
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RICHARD 

George.  I am your brother, Richard. 

 

GEORGE 

(To Morton) 

Ah brother!  A man can hardly recognize himself 

In this unlit place.  Say again who you are. 

 

BISHOP MORTON 

No, not your brother, Richard. 

 

LADY MARGARET 

Richard, murderer! 

 

BISHOP MORTON 

Do you know this woman, George? 

 

LADY MARGARET 

Woman?  I am no woman! 

No longer opposite to man. 

I stray across the intersecting 

Lines that separate the sexes 

Like some mad being.  I shift,  

Richard, easily from the real world 

To the world of dreams.  And while  

I know the living because I live with them, 

I am familiar with the dead. 

I drift in the places their rolled-down eyes can see. 

I am so old I smudge the edges of mortality. 

 

GEORGE 

You are the spay grimalkin Grief, 

Dead weight in the lap of these rocking times. 

I’ve been fixed myself in that grieving frame of mind. 

I’ve lost the mild companion of my days 

And in the penultimate moment of his birth 
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A son whose wild and happy life 

I could have tempered with words 

Mined from experience, and other 

Admonitions best imparted  

With firm eye and loving hand. 

My last ambitions I had reposed in him, 

And I had come to hope that my 

Late-learned wisdom might live through 

All posterity if planted early  

In his intelligence.  So bury 

The husband with the wife and see 

How the cold and unseen heir can  

Blast a life.  What is that God  

Who raises you high to happiness 

Only to double the distance of your fall? 

 

BISHOP MORTON 

We cannot blame God for all we lose; 

Nor nail all grief upon the Cross. 

 

GEORGE 

Here lie not figments of my imagination 

But a woman and child gone to nothing 

Before their time. No, brother,  

There is some morbid, vicious mind 

That conspires against contentment. 

 

LADY MARGARET 

Like the mind of man here on earth! 

They are no truths so they all tell lies. 

 

Bishop Morton escorts Lady Margaret away.   

She cackles like the old Crone. 

The voice of Bishop Stillington from off. 

 

STILLINGTON 

George!  George!  Where in God’s name is George? 
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Enter Bishop Stillington.  The pall bearers roll up the 

brass rubbing and move to the back to buy 

 Shawarma gyros that they eat while walking off. 

Richard tries to intervene between George and Stillington. 

 

GEORGE 

Behold the approach of him whom 

None believe - but whom all believe 

That all believe - Bishop Stillington. 

 

STILLINGTON 

George, at last. 

 

RICHARD 

At a bad time, Sir. 

 

GEORGE 

I bury my wife this day, John. 

 

STILLINGTON 

Elsewhere, women bury husbands. 

 

RICHARD 

That is cold comfort, Stillington. 
 
 

STILLINGTON 
 

The silence of the sun revolves 
Past memories of all mankind  
And resolves for us the louder silence  
Of those who lived but now are gone. 
Blessed be these departed souls, 
But it is the way of the world 
And our only consolation. 
But enough fast-food philosophy.  
Things at Court… 
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GEORGE 
 

Things at Court…? 
 
 

STILLINGTON 
 

All still play their scripted roles, 
Remain attentive to the King, 
Watch that their words do not betray 
Their deeper thoughts and questions. 
The Prince is young, the thinking goes, 
So who controls the Prince, will play 
The de facto King.  So if the… 
   

 
 

GEORGE 
 

So, if the Queen is really King… 
 
 

STILLINGTON 
 

The Woodville’s will extend their rule.  
 
 

Agitated, George pulls Stillington aside and talk so 
they cannot be heard by Richard. 

 
 
 

RICHARD 
 

Why does Stillington stir-up George? 
Of what greater power is he a tool? 

 
 

The sound of sirens in the distance. 
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Scene V 
 
 
INT:  THE PALACE, THRONE ROOM.  EDWARD ALONE ON THE THRONE, EYES CLOSED 
 
 

Enter Elizabeth, Dorset, Hastings with Jane Shore 
 on his arm, Stanley and Lady Margaret. 

 
Richard stands above with Anne, both looking on. 

 George on the other side of the stage, stands in the 
doorway of a tavern also looking on. 

 
 

QUEEN ELIZABETH 
(Whispering) 

 
Is he dead? 

 
 

They approach him. She pokes his arm  
as they all stand close around. 

 
 

He does not stir. 
 
 

EDWARD 
(Very loudly) 

 
Boo! 

 
 

Startled, they all move back reactively. 
 
 
Look at you.  All wishing 
This bag of ancient bones, this sack 
Of woe, had dropped through the floor 
Already.  Not yet, dear Queen, but,  
When We do, We’ll slip between Hell’s  
Circles, six and seven, drowning first 
In anger upon the River Styx 
Before We mire everlastingly  
In a boiling stream of fire and blood. 
 

 
HASTINGS 

 
All who gather here, love their King. 
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EDWARD 

 
Good old, Hastings, my truest friend, 
And Stanley too, I know you do. 
But these two Queens and Dorset 
Have had the worst of Us.  Lady 
Margaret, once King Henry’s Queen 
Contains an oceanic hate. 
How could she not?  Who among us 
Has born such stupefying loss 
And been made to curtsy in a Court 
That once went on the knee to her -  
To smile at he who warred against 
- And killed - her husband and her son? 
And Dorset? You might not forgive 
Our casual and varied disrespect 
Which in all cases, not just a few,  
We wish you’d earned.  Why would you 
Forbear to call all four horsemen 
To take Us off to hell?  And you 
Elizabeth, more than anyone 
You have reason to despise Us, 
This man who sits before you here, 
Full of pity for his pitiless self. 
 

 
QUEEN ELIZABETH 

 
Ten children have I bore for us 
And though my prayerful piety 
Gives all but God offence, every 
Child gave answer to a prayer 
And was a child of love.  Mistress 
Shore may grant you sex - of a sort - 
But not the complex mystery 
Of the marriage bed.  When we wed 
We wed for life - and for history. 

 
 

Jane Shore exits in some discomfort. 
 
 

Now, husband-King, sit straight.  You live 
And rule!  This drooping, dripping man 
We see is a man to hate or  
Ridicule but just for cowards 
Who have saved their stones to fling  
Until you can’t retaliate.   
You have no time for pity of yourself. 
Through the country and this city 
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Men sharpen swords or take law books 
Off the shelf.  Even here at Court, 
Though all purport to love you dear, 
I hear the question asked:  is our son 
The rightful heir to Edward’s throne? 

 
 

Edward stands – feebly – but comes full erect and looks witheringly at all. 
Everyone present goes down on both knees, as Edward  

approaches and walks haltingly around them. 
 
 

EDWARD 
 

Read no incomplete romance in Us 
Where the end is not yet written. 
The story of Our reign ends soon 
And then my son’s begins.  No one 
Gets a vote.  No one has a say. 

 
 

The all get up and stand facing Edward. 
George snaps a picture with his cell phone, all 

but Edward and Elizabeth react by putting 
 up their hands to block the sudden flash. 

 
 
Remember how the landscape 
Of my time and place on earth 
Blossomed on the guts and gore  
Of every enemy We faced? 
Your ready riches came at their 
Heavy cost.  Challenge Us now 
And all you have - and are - is lost. 
Your King, may not be here to wield 
The sword and axe but my brothers 
Still are bold and brave, and those 
Who take them on will go heedless 
And headless to a traitor’s grave. 
 

Edward stands between Hastings and Stanley 
who almost have to prop him up. 

The sound of vehicle traffic is heard. 
 
 

These two good men are full aware 
Of what‘s to be done.  All needless 
Countermoves by worried others, 
Any angry attempt to overthrow 
Our House, any sly endangerment 
Of Our son, any intervention  
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Of Our plan for this succession, 
Will be met by them by decrees 
Of death.  Spread the word.  Make it known 
That after dying, Edward lives 
Through his intention - manifest 
In loyal men, the force of law 
And the law of force, if pressed. 
 

 
Edward breaks the tension with a hearty laugh, then  

speaks to Hastings and Stanley. 
 
Come friends, let’s go and have some fun 
Before the setting of the sun. 

 
 

Exit Edward, held up by Hastings and Stanley. 
 
 

QUEEN ELIZABETH 
 

No!  No!  Help me take him to his bed. 
 

 
Exit Queen Elizabeth and Dorset in pursuit of Edward. 

 
 

QUEEN MARGARET 
 

Why have fun when you can die instead? 
 

 
 

Enter Bishop Morton who approaches Lady Margaret. 
 

 
BISHOP MORTON 

 
I chanced to meet Mistress Shore who’s 
Mired in a state of dread.  Her lover 
King has pushed her from his side 
And says she must be satisfied 
With what they had.  He counsels her 
To leave the Court and find true love. 
 
 

LADY MARGARET 
 

I’m sure that baffles her.  The sinecure 
Of sex with him paid well above 
What real romantic longing pays. 
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BISHOP MORTON 

 
Do we care about her future?  No. 
But, she played the mistress part 
So well she learned the secrets of  
Edward’s kingly mind and heart.   

 
 

LADY MARGARET 
 

So, her knowledge is her power. 
 
 

While Morton pauses, Anne enters and speaks to Richard, 
but she is a disembodied presence and voice. 

 
 

ANNE 
(to Richard) 

 
Richard, tell me what troubles you. 

 
 

RICHARD 
(To Anne) 

 
In London, Edward honoured me 
With a solemn, singular request. 

 
 

Enter Stillington – who walks to George’s side and taps his  
shoulder to get his attention.  They talk separately while Richard and Anne talk and 

Morton and Lady Margaret talk, the three conversations timed to sound as one. 
 
 

STILLINGTON 
(To George) 

 
M’Lord, some news on which to chew. 

 
 

BISHOP MORTON 
(To Lady Margaret) 

 
She shed some light on what’s to come. 
King Edward’s brother, Richard, 
Will be named the Lord Protector. 
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STILLINGTON 
(To George) 

 
By Edward’s will, your brother, Sir, 
Will be required to protect the Prince. 
 

 
QUEEN MARGARET 

(To Morton) 
 

But what of that?  What’s it to us? 
 
 

GEORGE 
(To the gods) 

 
It cannot be true!  Not true! 
 
 

STILLINGTON 
(To George) 

 
Edward choses Richard over you. 

 
 

ANNE 
(To  Richard) 

 
George will feed on Edward’s slight. 

 
 

GEORGE 
(To the gods) 

 
Bastard!  Bastard brother.  Bastard King! 

 
 

BISHOP MORTON 
(To Lady Margaret) 

 
By appointing Richard over George 
Our dying King now turns a light 
On George’s past - his rebel days, 
When Warwick played the game of thrones, 
And George threw in his lot with him. 
Now George, always true to form, 
Will find in Edward’s death, reason 
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To reassert his unquiet claim 
To England’s mystic Crown.  And why?  
 

 
RICHARD 
(To Anne) 

 
George will submit to my authority. 

 
 

BISHOP MORTON 
(To Margaret) 

 
Because he’d rather mitigate 
The deep shames of his errant life 
In the lofty, noisy triumph 
Of that which he alone believes -  
His fated and undoubted right. 
So, ungrieving George, will soon create 
A chaos that others can exploit. 

 
 

Morton leads Lady Margaret off stage. 
 

Let us go explore the use of strife. 
 
 

ANNE 
(To Richard) 

 
Refuse!  Do not do what Edward asks.  
Advise him to appoint George instead. 

 
 

STILLINGTON 
(To George) 

 
Come M’Lord, a drink.  Let us thread 
The needle that’s been stuck in you. 

  
 

Stillington leads George away.  Richard comes 
down front and center with Anne remaining in place. 

 
 

RICHARD 
 

The tasks my brother’s will imposes 
Are mine to do.  The Prince of Wales 
Will be under my Protection, 
And neither George, the Queen or any 
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Of the Woodville clan will conduct 
His Coronation.  My brother 
Is my King and he made me swear 
An oath.  No other has his charge. 

 
 

ANNE 
 

It’s a trap!  In the here and now 
See what you see, then look back in time 
And find there everything you know - 
And need to know - about the people 
Who will contend the coming change 
On the seat of power.  Let the Queen 
And the Woodville clan have their way. 
Things will go smooth enough and 
If George wages dynastic war  
Let the Woodvilles make him pay. 
 

 
Richard walks away to another place on the parapet.  They speak  

simultaneously.  The light on Anne fades. 
 
 

ANNE RICHARD 
 

Come from under your brother’s sway. 
 

I should have listened to Anne that day. 
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Scene 6 
 

EXT – LONDON STREET – VERY EARLY MORNING – OUTSIDE THE ROSE & THORN PUB 
 
 

Enter (from the pub) angry, slightly tipsy George,  
followed by Stillington, also tipsy. 

 
 

STILLINGTON 
 

Shall we go off to church and pray? 
I’ll take the mass, ask Holy God 
To grant his blessing.  “Bestow 
On George your ever loving son…” 
No.  No.  That makes you a Jesus. 
Let’s try this: “Oh, you Most High, 
Raise up this man who is so low.” 
No!  We should not make you grovel. 
These times require a novel call 
To the Almighty…let me think. 
Let me think.  How about “Dear God, 
Let us play your oldest trick: admit 
To being powerless to get  
A modicum of power.”  How’s that? 
 

 
GEORGE 

 
For God’s sake and mine, Bishop John, 
Let’s not overwork it.  My head’s aflame. 
It’s hell on earth.  The mix of drink 
With all the shame my brother King 
Put in my cup is way, way, way 
Too much to swallow.  And besides, 
It’s men I need!  Who will follow 
Their true King – meaning me of course – 
Under the banner I must raise, 
Not on prayer but on the wing 
Of my well-established case? 
Let loose the dogs of war - and fight? 
First, we’ll let them snarl and growl 
But, needs be, let them rip and bite. 

 
 

Enter Bishop Morton and Stanley. 
 
 

STANLEY 
 

Good morning, sirs.  How goes the day? 
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GEORGE 
 

It goes well.  And you Stanley? 
And Bishop Morton, you?  What brings 
Your eminences to the streets? 

 
 

BISHOP MORTON 
 
We’re driven from the overheated Court 
To take the air, to take a walk 
Among the common folk, to talk. 

 
 

STANLEY 
 

Here beats the heart of England now. 
Make friends in London, Sir, to find 
The way – and men – to rule the land. 
Our King built his long-lived reign 
On this underrated principle. 

 
 

GEORGE 
 

And our next King?  You would 
Advise him to plant himself here 
To build his brand? 

 
 

STILLINGTON 
 

It’s obvious.  Is it not?   
 
 

BISHOP MORTON 
 

If you were to become our King – 
To argue the hypothetical –  
How could we advise you otherwise? 

 
 

STANLEY 
 

Not that you would assert a claim. 
 
 

BISHOP MORTON 
 

But if you did, your base of power, 
Would be the same as any King 
Who would be a King of England. 
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A smartphone alarm goes off.  Workmen start rolling 
beer kegs and a butt of Malmsey (labelled “Malmsey”)  

to the pub door.   The men make fun of the Nobles  
– silently with gestures. 

 
 
 

STANLEY 
 

And you have friends in London town. 
 
 

BISHOP MORTON 
 

And every one a stickler 
For the law. Thus, the true King 
Will sit in Edward’s chair and don 
The heavy and portentous Crown… 
 

STANLEY 
 

…while pretenders bear the Tower. 
 
 

BISHOP MORTON 
 

And now…the Queen awaits…Adieu! 
 
 

Exit Morton and Stanley. 

 
 

GEORGE 
 

Ah, Stillington!  That smirking Bishop 
And subtle Duke, brought a message. 

 
(To a workman) 

 
You there, bring us pints of bitter. 

 
 

George tosses him a coin.  The workman enters the pub. 
 George paces while thinking what to say. 

 
Edward is my great ambivalence. 
Think how miserable I am for 
Opposing love for him with hate. 

 
 

The workman brings the pints and George flips a coin 
which the workman catches as his tip. 
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I have charted his path and thus  
The path of England against  
A sphere of stars and have watched  
The decline of both.  How can I 
Suppress my right to rule? 

 
 

STILLINGTON 
 

You can’t! 
 

 
GEORGE 

 
How can I let the so-called 
Prince of Wales, under the Queen’s 
And all the Woodville’s byzantine 
Relations, send this benighted 
Country into retrogression? 

 
 

WORKMAN 1 
 

Big words, m’Lord. 
 
 

WORKMAN 1 
 

Ends and means, M’Lord. 
 
 

STILLINGTON 
 

Pints for all, good men of England! 
 
 

GEORGE 
 

Good friends in London.  Drinks on us! 
 
 

Stillington gives another man money.   
He fetches beer for all and brings it back. 

 
 
 
 

GEORGE 
(to the commoners) 
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Do you know my brother, Edward? 

 
 

WORKMAN 1 
 

He is our King. 
 
 

GEORGE 
 

How do you know? 
 
 

WORKMEN 2 
 

He wears the Crown. 
 
 

GEORGE 
 

Knew you my father? 
 
 

WORKMAN 3 
 

We knew him. 
 
 

GEORGE 
 

And what a prodigious man he was? 
 
 

WORKMEN 2 
 

In love and war! 
 
 

WORKMEN 1 
 

In one far more than in the other. 
 

 
GEORGE 

 
He was!  He was!  And my mother? 
Remember her? 

 
 

WORKMAN 3 
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Who could forget? 
 

 
GEORGE 

 
You did not know her well-enough. 
Give me your tankard, then I shall 
Tell a tale to men chosen randomly 
From a Kingdom full of strangers. 
 

 
With the workmen’s help, George climbs on the upended 

Malmsey butt and drinks deeply.  The workman change position 
around the barrel and George turns too. 

 
 
Only sinners may confess their sins 
So, Mother should confess to you. 

 
 

STILLINGTON 
 
She’s dead, M’Lord!  Dead, dead, dead! 

 
 

GEORGE 
 

Oh yes, she’s dead.  And now the devil 
Speaks for her through her evil child, 
Edward, for whom she is a holy ghost. 
She’s been chaste, he claims, so his rule’s 
Legit, while I have been reviled.  But, 
The, truth, as always, must be faced. 

 
 

STILLINGTON 
 

Steady, Sir!  The story must be told. 
 

 
GEORGE 

 
Yes, now it’s time to tell the truth. 

 
  

Enter Richard who knocks the tankard from George's hand. 
The workmen exit quickly unnerved by Richard's sudden intervention. 

Stillington moves to the opposite side of the butt to keep 
Richard away from him and when he gets a chance 

runs into the pub. 
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GEORGE 
(to an imagined crowd) 

 
Edward?  Yes!  A lovely man. 
And had he confessed his birth, 
You, in your democratic hearts, 
Might still cry out Be King!  Be King!   
We love you yet.  We love you more! 
But Edward was a bastard child,  
Conceived while my father was at war; 
Begot by a bowman on my 
Mother, though she swore the bowman 
Never pierced her rock-ribbed heart.   
In the delirium of Edward's birth 
She cried out to God, how in her 
Loneliness, her lover plucked 
Her taut, vibrating nerves until she 
Was reduced from pious Queen 
To the sordid complex of a  
Woman's needs.  Such were the arrows 
Sent flying to my father's trust. 
Even she could give way to lust. 

 
 

RICHARD 
 

Our mother did not so shame our father. 
 
 

GEORGE 
 

What woman has not opposed and 
Shamed a man?  It is the sine qua non 
Of the female code.  The bitchy 
Queen broke poor, bastard Edward’s brain 
With false complaints of my ambition. 

 
 

RICHARD 
 

To which he did not listen. 
 
 

GEORGE 
 

And now I am at odds with him again 
And with you.  But, I am the King! 
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RICHARD 
 

It is not true. 
 
 

George puts his arm around Richard’s shoulder. 
 
 

GEORGE 
 

It is ten times true, for truth is truth 
To the end of reckoning. 
 

 
The publican comes out with a hand dolly, 

leans George on it and rolls him into the pub. 
 

 
RICHARD 

 
In a world where one speaks only 
To oneself, does one speak always  
Of a world imagined?  Our made-up 
Past, the dreamy flicker of our Now, 
The better, brighter, future cast  
Upon the screen of want and wish 
Is how we outlast the killing hurts 
That are our due; our just deserts.  
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Scene 7 
 
INT. -  THE PALACE -  AFTERNOON 
 

Lights up on Edward playing chess with Hastings. 
Stanley is taking his ease. 

 
 

STANLEY 
 

So, two men go into a grave… 
Says one: you Sir, have bad breath. 
The other says through deadpan teeth. 
That’s not me, but my can of worms, 
And by the by, you fart too much. 
His friend’s reply: I’m a lawyer. 
We have forever to come to terms. 

 
 

EDWARD 
 
Too clever.  Too clever! 

 
 

QEEN ELIZABETH 
(from off) 

 
Edward?!  King Edward!   

 
 

EDWARD 
 

Oh Lord Jesus!  Yet more trouble. 
 
 

Enter Queen Elizabeth with Bishop Morton. 
 
 

QUEEN ELIZABETH 
 

He’s telling tales behind the scene. 
Look there!  And there! 

 
 

She points to dark places at the back or side of the stage 
where George is making speeches in silhouette. 

 
 

He moves among the people and  
Hustles podiums from which he 
Proclaims you a bastard brother. 
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EDWARD 

 
What if it's true? 

 
 

QUEEN ELIZABETH 
 

Think of your mother.  He defames her 
And your father whom he also claims 
Was cuckold to a commoner. 
 
 

EDWARD 
 

My mother was a woman. 
 
 

QUEEN ELIZABETH 
 

No more than I did she mother 
Bastard children. 

 
 

EDWARD 
 

Her blood was warm.  So once was yours. 
 
 

QUEEN ELIZABETH 
 

You don’t mind the label bastard? 
 
 

EDWARD 
 

He’s unstable.  It cannot stick.  
 

 
Morton whispers in Elizabeth’s ear. 

 
 

QUEEN ELIZABETH 
 

He alleges something worse by far. 
He calls our children bastards too, 
And that thick tar is hard to shed. 
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EDWARD 
 

Say again.  What has he said? 
 
 

QUEEN ELIZABETH 
 

He calls them bastard, every one. 
 
 

EDWARD 
 

He raises doubts about my fatherhood? 
 
 

QUEEN ELIZABETH 
 

He shouts out from every corner, 
I’m not your proper, wedded wife. 

 
 

EDWARD 
 

Then he's a fool, for, by God, you 
Are my wife, otherwise why would I 
Have suffered more than Job himself? 

 
 

Enter Dorset. 
 
 

DORSET 
 

Sire, it’s about your brother George. 
 
 

EDWARD 
 

You’d love to tell me.  Tell me now! 
 
 

DORSET 
 

He's up in arms.  Intends to strike. 
Asserts a rightful claim to rule. 
Has the country fired-up.  Says 
The friends he has here at Court 
Are men upon whom he depends 
To support his reign, now and later. 
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EDWARD 
 

We will not cater to his drunk 
Delusions. For God's sake, Dorset,  
Go take him down.  There’s much at stake. 

 
 

DORSET 
 

Give me your warrant, Sire, and with 
These two mighty soldiers at my side 
It won’t take long.  His cause is sunk. 

 
 

EDWARD 
 

Yes, make Our war upon my brother 
But, bring him back to me alive. 
Hastings – stay one moment more. 
 

 
Exit Dorset and Stanley.  The Queen 

goes to her knees before Edward. 
 

 
QUEEN ELIZABETH 

 
Upon my knees husband, Lord and King 
I beg you to protect our son 
From your mad, usurping brother. 
Before you die - do George to death! 

 
 

EDWARD 
 

Aren’t you glad that it’s come to this? 
Oh, I’ve hated your repeated pleas 
To keep my kin and kith from here, 
So you Woodvilles can run the place.  
I hate that my brothers found no joy 
In my old, beleaguered face 
Because when they’ve come to London, 
I’ve made excuse to keep it short 
So none of you would take offence 
At my brave and wild countrymen 
Who never acquired city ways. 
Richard is indifferent; but poor George 
He only wanted love and praise 
Which I could never seem to give 
In all the days that we’ve been wed. 
I hate it how you pray - and wear 
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Your priests upon your velvet sleeves 
As though you have a righteous heart. 
I hate the Machiavellian art 
That you brought here and hung, 
As whispers hang, in every 
Palace corridor, from the mouths 
Of ghosts.  Though as a King I must,  
My old heart grieves that I will tell 
My executioner to take the head  
Of a man already drowned.  George 
And I have now both come aground. 

 
 

Morton, seeing that Edward is dangerously upset, escorts Elizabeth off. 

 
 

HASTINGS 
 

There's no need for George’s sacrifice. 
 
 

EDWARD 
 

Hastings, Hastings, my long, good friend, 
Remember when we were young, 
And our fathers, proud but worried, 
Bade us go into transitory 
Schemes designed to make us men.   
And off we went sober and ceremonious 
From the firm imprint of their hands 
Until out of sight.  

 
 

HASTINGS 
 

Horizons are easily understood 
By boys who cease to be amazed 
That older eyes than their own cannot 
Gaze around the world and then chastise 
Us for the things we say and do.  And so 
We become what we become. 

 
EDWARD 

 
Our flags were coarsely woven, but  
Served to tell who were fools to bear 
Rags through hell.  We learned how  
Cruelties inflicted and chances taken, 
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If survived, could let us brag how 
Brave we were even when our fears 
Stopped us in a track of tears. 

 
 

HASTINGS 
 

Think of our mistakes…so many. 
 
 

EDWARD 
 

How as worldly men we make them still. 
 
 

HASTINGS 
 

Edward, reconcile with Elizabeth. 
 
 

EDWARD 
 

No, William, I am too far gone  
In the depths of my afflictions 
To reconcile with her or to miss 
This chance to not forgive my brother. 
Rebel against me?  Just a trial. 
But my son, a new King, a new world, 
He must not learn this ancient dance. 

 
 
 

Trumpets sound.  A Parliament assembles. 
Enter Elizabeth, Dorset, Rivers, Hastings, Stanley, Morton. 

An Image of serried ranks of Parliamentarians is projected behind. 
The executioner takes George to the chopping block. 

 
 

RIVERS 
 

This Parliament of men, stand to! 
To hear the charges against George 
The Duke of Clarence. 

 
 

HASTINGS 
 
Beyond is a clockwork Kingdom. 
And outside these walls, London, 
Gear that runs the realm; where men 
Bustle for their burgeoning and 
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Invent the future.  But here is  
The immoveable throne of our  
Parliament, as yet still centre  
Of the hundred wheels that turn and 
Tick with in our world.  In this seat 
Of power sits the plainest mind 
Of man, circumscribed by this  
Hot circle of coruscant gold. 
It burns for lawfulness in this  
Two-sphered and finite universe 
Where we play our microcosmic  
Politics - where things are elemental 
Beyond belief.  Hear our King! 
 
 

Enter Richard and Anne above, looking on. 
Edward comes forward. 

 
 

EDWARD 
   
Malice, treason, conspiracy 
Fall upon this throne like meteors 
To earth.  That is a law my lunar 
Brother knows.  So much do we know too. 
But a King must take the pelted stones 
for buttressing and not be hurt. 
But We are hurt by our brother, George, 
Who orbits round this chair like a  
Fantastic sun.  We mark and wonder 
At his retrogressions and see him turn 
Upon the turns he makes in  
The epic cycles of his discontent, 
His motives eclipse Our comprehension. 
He calculates he can replace 
Us here at the centre.  His math  
Would re-arrange the natural scheme 
Of things.  And so it is Our will  
And Our legacy to have ordained 
For treason the conviction  
Of my brother who now forfeits 
His rights as he has his dignity  
And then his, life forever.   
May God forgive us.  Amen.  Amen. 

 
 

GEORGE 
 

Richard, save me!   Richard, save me! 
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Richard moves downstage.  Anne calls after him. 
 
 

ANNE 
 

Richard, do not beg for George’s life. 
If this is George’s destiny, neither 
He nor you can change it. 

 
 

HASTINGS 
 

So moveth. 
 
 

DORSET 
 

Seconded. 
 
 

HASTINGS 
 

In favour? 
 
 

All 
(Except Edward, Richard and Anne) 

 
Aye. 

 
 

HASTINGS 
 

Opposed? 
 

George is on his knees before the chopping block,  
his face turned toward Richard. 

 
 

GEORGE 
 

You could have saved me, Richard. 
 
 

The executioner swings down the axe and decapitates George 
whose head falls in a basket. 

 
 

RICHARD 
 

I oppose.  I oppose.  I oppose.  I oppose. 
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EDWARD 
 

Richard. 
 
 

RICHARD 
 

Kinsman, console me not. 
With a few words you could have 
Succinctly saved his life. 

 
 

EDWARD 
 

Say not one word.  Unless you say:  
“I understand.  I love you still”. 
All other words have sharpened edges 
That sometimes wound but often kill. 
So many times, I said those words 
to George.   But neither he nor I 
Ever understood how still our souls 
Would have to be to hear them right, 
Or stand together in their light. 

 
 

Edward shuffles of stage in pain. 
 
 

RICHARD 
 

I always loved you Edward, 

As a younger brother in awe 

Of you since we were boys.  Before 

You ever wore your crown, you were 

My King, a giant, god-like man 

Who strode the bloody planet 

Our father made.  And George fell too, 

Under your magic spell, though with 

An envy that gnawed in him 

Down through the years.  In George 

God made a stone he could not lift.  

Maybe his death was your parting gift.  
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Enter Morton with Lady Margaret. 
 

BISHOP MORTON 

We all come to the end of time  

Through self-destructive tendencies 

That God hides from us until we see 

Them clearly in our afterglow. 

 

LADY MARGARET 

You priests always invoke our God 

In every explanation.  Who cares? 

It’s one brother down, two to go. 

 
Margaret cackles.  A fierce end-of-winter storm blows across the stage.   
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ACT TWO 

Scene 1 

 
 
EXT. – MIDDLEHAM CASTLE – SPRING -  MORNING 
 
 

Richard is alone, face up to the warming sun.   
 

 
RICHARD 

At last the spring relieves the long 
Season of discontent that seemed 
Frozen in our blood.  Now the sun 
Rises on earth’s unhappy face 
And drives Persephone’s gorgeous 
Flowers upward to the light of day. 
The dreams that set their anchors 
To ride-out my storm of sleep relent 
And become the wind-blown vapours 
Of the ever-changing clouds above. 
 

 
Enter Anne.  They embrace and kiss. 

 
ANNE 

 
I am so glad to have you here  
At Middleham, where you are loved 
And far from the tricky shore that 
Makes a fool of most other men. 

 
 

RICHARD 
 

Oh yes. In London, woe betides 
Those who cannot follow fortune’s 
Shifting sands or who do not know 
They can drown in the dark shallows 
Of their self-reflecting tidal pools. 

 
 

ANNE 
 

So, our future’s here, together? 
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RICHARD 
 

Once the Prince wears England’s Crown. 
 
 

ANNE 
 

You said you would resign the post 
of Lord Protector.  The Queen 
Must have her way or the Woodvilles 
Will cut you down.  More than anyone 
They frown on you and fear you too. 

 
 

RICHARD 
 

Edward refuses to discharge 
Me from my oath.  It was discussed, 
But he is adamant.  Only you, 
He warned, have my utmost trust. 

 
 

ANNE 
 

Do you not see, from where you stand… 
 

 
RICHARD 

 
I cannot please you both.  I see 
What you see and what Edward sees. 

 
 

ANNE 
 

Your peril is a mortal one. 
This wife, this land, here, here is life. 
You live the old dreams of glory. 
Man on horse.  Charge ahead.  Swing the sword. 
Be brave and bold.  Hope to live,  
But, OK to die instead.  Be the hero 
Of your story.  No coward you. 

 
 

RICHARD 
 

Anne… 
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ANNE 
 

George died, and you retreated here. 
For weeks you could not be touched. 
Nor could you touch. My body ached 
To be under yours; to feel your 
Penetrating self; just one time 
To have you back with me.  On me! 
In me!  Over me!  A hot and holy 
Fire, in which my hurts, not just yours, 
Would combust and make a smoke 
To rise in this all-forgiving air. 
 

 
The sound of bells starts low and increases in intensity.   

Richard puts his hands over his ears. 
 
 

RICHARD 
 

I could not please them both.  Neither 
Anne or Edward would forbear. 
The King would not revoke his trust; 
My wife could not suspend her care. 
 
 

Enter a messenger who hands Richard a message. 
 

RICHARD 

The King is dead.  My brother’s dead. 

 

ANNE 
 

Do not go to that unreal city. 
 

 
Richard does not answer her; exit Anne distraught. 

 
 

RICHARD 
 

Was it cowardice to stay or go? 
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Scene 2 
 
INT. – LONDON, PALACE, DAY 
 
 

Enter Dorset fidgety and nervous.   Momentarily Jane Shore enters. 
 

 
DORSET 

 
Lady Jane.  Lost? 

 
 

JANE 
 

Do I disturb you? 
 
 

DORSET 
 

My nerves.  Things move too fast apace. 
 
 

JANE 
 

I need a man’s advice.  You’re a man. 
 
 

DORSET 
 

Mine?  What of your contempt for me? 
 
 

JANE 
 

Edward damned the sight of you 
And for him I was in all things 
Agreeable.  As you know 
We women wear whatever face 
We must to find a way to live. 

 
 

DORSET 
 

It is no different for we men. 
But tell me Jane, how can I help? 

 
 

Jane moves very close to Dorset and puts  
a hand on his cheek and gives him a deep look. 
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JANE 

 
I don’t know.  How can you help? 

 
 

DORSET 
 

Let us explore every possibility 
In every nook and lovely cranny. 
Wait for a knocking on your door. 

 
 

Exit Lady Jane.  Enter Hastings, Stanley and Lady Margaret. 
 
 

HASTINGS 
 

The Prince must be fetched from Wales. 
 
 

DORSET 
 

He’s on his way. 
 
 

HASTINGS 
 

On whose say so? 
 
 

STANLEY 
 

By King Edward’s will his brother, 
Richard, is named Protector. 
 

 
DORSET 

 
My uncle, Rivers, escorts him here 
With a force that will overcome such 
Opposition that might prevent 
The Prince’s coronation. 

 
 

STANLEY 
 

With how many men? 
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DORSET 
 

Enough. 
 
 

Enter Queen Elizabeth with Bishop Morton. 
 

 
HASTINGS 

 
How many men we ask again? 
 

 
QUEEN ELIZABETH 

 
More than enough if it comes to that. 
Why inconvenience Richard? 

 
 

HASTINGS 
 

We are charged to execute 
The late King’s will.  The point is moot. 
 

 
STANLEY 

 
Once more I ask, how many men? 
 

 
DORSET 

 
My guess, five thousand, more or less. 

 
 

HASTINGS 
 

Halve his guard! 
 
 

QUEEN ELIZABETH 
 

Cannot be done.  
 
 

STANLEY 
(To Dorset) 

 
So, Sir, by a fast horse send word 
To Rivers to halt and halve his force. 
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LADY MARGARET 

(To Stanley) 
 

So, husband, you cleave yourself 
To Richard whom you do not know? 
He murdered another royal Prince 
In the not so long ago.  My son! 
Another boy would have been a King 
Had Richard not changed the course 
Of history when he plunged his knife 
Into that young heart.  That should convince 
You, and Hastings too, to not part 
With this good Queen and stir up strife, 
That will only end when Richard takes 
The new King’s short and precious life. 
 

 
STANLEY 

 
He did no such thing.  You knew it 
Then and you know it now.  Your boy 
Died in battle, like other men 
That day.  You wanted him to take  
The risk, for yours and Henry’s sake. 
I threw myself into that old war 
Dressed to kill on the side of good -  
For Edward and his cause.  Today 
I stand with Edward still, and I  
Will be understood.  Say no more! 

 
 

HASTINGS 
 

Come Stanley.  Prepare to ride. 
We must advance to Richard’s side. 

 
 

Exit Hastings and Stanley one way. 
 
 

BISHOP MORTON 
 

Once River’s and the Prince make London, 
Things will shift.   The city has no 
Open ground where the forces who 
Oppose the coming change can win.   
Their weapons are blunt instruments 
That will blunt the more on city stone. 
Once the new King sits upon the  
Throne, Richard will be swift to go 
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Back north, and the creaking bones - 
Hastings, Stanley and all the rest will 
Fold themselves in chairs, from which 
They will never sally forth again.  

 
 

LADY MARGARET 
 

In this, let’s trust the learned Bishop. 
 
 

QUEEN ELIZABETH 
 

There’s not much more to do than pray. 
Let’s hope that none now lose their way. 

 
 

Exit Queen Elizabeth and Dorset. 
 

 
LADY MARGARET 

 
I like a holy man who speaks 
In tongues.  The coming change indeed! 

 
 

BISHOP MORTON 
 

There is but one brother yet alive.   
M’Lady, just one thing is sure: 
Rivers will not let that man survive. 
That leaves the Woodvilles and the Queen 
To concede the rule of England 
To one who rightfully should succeed. 

 
 

LADY MARGARET 
 

I would love to be on River’s horse, 
To take Richard down by righteous force 
And watch him bleed until he’s dead. 
 

 
Exit Lady Margaret cackling and Bishop Morton. 
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Scene 4 
 
 
EXT. – NORTHAMPTON, OUTSIDE A POST HOUSE, MIDDAY 
 
 

Richard paces in front of a pub in Northampton.  The pub has  
various pieces of modern advertising on its exterior. 

 
 

RICHARD 
 

The Queen’s effrontery spurred 
Me to move south fast, to meet 
Rivers on the road to London. 
At Northampton I confronted him. 
 
 

Pompous Earl Rivers leads his army toward London.  He sits  
on a caparisoned wooden horse carrying a lance.   

He is accompanied by several soldiers 
marching with heavy footsteps, 

 
 

RIVERS 
 

We've had orders from the Queen, my sister 
To get the boyish King to London fast 
Evading Richard, the supposed Lord Protector 
And his hard, brittle, puritanic grasp. 
So, follow on behind good soldiers 
With your hearts beating-out that single sound. 
March on! 

 
 

Exit one soldier. 
 

And when the sun sings along its arc 
Cruising the thin band of the zodiac 
Until out of sight, you must be willing 
As the witless moon to ride creation 
With joy through all the blackest hours. 
March on! 

 
 

Exit one soldier. 
 
 

While mortal men shake in their dreams 
March on and open the road to London. 
With the sound of jackboot's on the road 
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March on.  Until the moon and sun sit together 
In the breaking face of dawn march on. 
March on! 

 
 

Exit two soldiers.  Richard begins to move to confront Rivers. 
 
 

Hurry across this vast waste of time 
Which never seems to lessen in its scope. 
Look! The town that swallows ground ahead 
I can impale upon my lance.  Oh Lord! 
There, there is a mountain nearly tall as I 
So march with England’s most religious man. 
Hey ho!  You see I am a man of parts; 
I dress divinely; I patronize the arts. 
I’ve accomplished great athletic feats 
While translating sayings of philosophers 
Into a language profound and beautiful: my own. 
I’ve been as diligent as Michelangelo 
Who even as we move reclines on scaffolds 
Beneath the Sistine vault to tickle a pope 
With a brilliant stroke.  March on! 

 
 

Exit Last Soldiers. 
 
 

I am giddy, I am so high.  Ho!  Ho! 
One must find perspective in time like this. 
Be glad you march with the avante garde. 
March on while I contend with he 
Who has not got the wit to deal with me. 
I shall level my lance as the Queen demands 
And ride down the list of her reckoning 
To pierce his heart if he intervenes. 

 
 

Richard stands in front of Rivers. 
 

 
But what is this?  He does not move 
in a manner military, but stands 
With a look upon his face.  Oh, damn! 
I hear above the silence of his power 
My destiny and my reckoning.   
Good day, Sir.  Good day!  Good day. 
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RICHARD 
 

You brought an army with the King. 
Why so?   

 
 

RIVERS 
 

Ah…so you do not know? 
 
 

RICHARD 
 

I think I do. 
 
 

RIVERS 
 
The Queen herself requested it. 

 
 

RICHARD 
 

You have done what she bade you to? 
 

 
RIVERS 

 
Richard will thank you for the help 
She said.  Things being what they are 
She said, bring many men at arms.  
She said, make haste to London;  
We’ll plop on the Crown, ring bells 
(The public likes a bit of razz), 
You know, get it all said and done, 
Make all the usual parallels  
Between King Edward and his son, 
Then get back to work.  She said. 
 
 

RICHARD 
 

I will ride to London with the King. 
 
 

RIVERS 
 

The boy is at Stony Stratford, though. 
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RICHARD 

 
And miles closer to the Queen. 

 
 

RIVERS 
 

And to his throne and people, Sir. 
 
 

Enter Buckingham, resplendent and bumptious. 
Richard moves out of the scene into a watching place. 

 
 

BUCKINGHAM 
 

Hail good Lords.  Where's the publican? 
It's a dusty road I’ve travelled down. 
I guess I'm late, but Richard, Sire, 
It's good to see you here in charge. 

 
 

RIVERS 
 

Lord Buckingham. 
 
 

BUCKINGHAM 
 

Please call me Harry. 
 
 

RIVERS 
 

Anthony, to my closest friends. 
 
 

BUCKINGHAM 
 

Brother to the Queen. 
 
 

RIVERS 
 

I am.  And very proud of that. 
 
 

BUCKINGHAM 
 

And Thomas Dorset's uncle? 
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RIVERS 

 
And to the young King who loves me -  
Remember sir - he does.  He does. 

 
 

BUCKINGHAM 
 

I hope he loves you very well. 
But for now, Anthony, my friend, 
Your packaged tour is at an end. 

 
 

RICHARD 
(to the heavens) 

 
Enough! 

 
 

Rivers is so alarmed by Richard's intervention that he stands in his 
stirrups which causes the robe to fall to the ground, revealing Rivers 

Naked but for a hair shirt, and a wooden horse.  Buckingham  
takes him by the ear.  Both exit. 

 
 
In the here and now, I can recall 
Fragments of a past reality.   
But, how’s that different than a dream? 
Consciousness is but a stream 
Of roiled facts.  And there we stand 
Casting our mind about as we construct 
A kind of truth that isn’t truth at all. 
So what I think occurred was this: 
Rivers was hustled to Pontefract 
And jailed.  I took protection 
Of the King, and with Buckingham 
Drove with speed to London town 
To confront the Queen and Dorset. 
So, what frightened them the most? 
The way I perched upon my brother’s 
Testament like a raven on a kill? 
Or that Edward lived in me to 
Manifest his fraught and ghostly will?  
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Scene 6 

 

INT. -  THE PALACE 

 
A large projected image of Richard looms over the scene. 

Enter Queen Elizabeth and Dorset. 
 
 

QUEEN ELIZABETH 
 

My God!  My God!  My God! 
Rivers diverted to his doom 
My son in the custody of  
An avalanche rumbling toward  
London with increasing power. 
He must be stopped!  He must! 

 
 

DORSET 
 

But mother how?  River’s men are 
Back in Wales.  Our stumbling warned off 
Others who will not make a move 
That raises Richard’s fierce distrust. 

 
 

QUEEN ELIZABETH 
 

I thought someday to count on you. 
 
 

DORSET 
 

Here’s my advice.  Let’s not assume 
The worst.  Admit to Richard we 
Over-reached.  Just say that Rivers 
Was acting under orders.  Show 
Gratitude that the King is here, 
That the King is safe.  Richard’s wrath 
Will only be aroused if we 
Compound our machinations.   
 

 
QUEEN ELIZABETH 

 
My poor, poor boy.  I know Richard. 
He has not forgotten George’s death 
And, I have no doubt, blames it on 
Me and all us Woodvilles. 
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DORSET 

 
That drunk….? 
 

 
QUEEN ELIZABETH 

 
That drunk was still his brother.  George 
Would not be dead, had the noise he 
Made when in his cups not also 
Sounded like a vicious truth 
– at least In Edward’s ears.  George 
Is in his grave, but the rumours 
Live and find the ears of many 
Who will give them credence.  My boy’s 
A pawn, not just a King.  If he’s 
Declared a bastard, Richard’s 
Next in line.  And he knows it! 

 
 

DORSET 
 

But Mother, let us not construct  
A self-fulfilling prophecy. 
 

 
QUEEN ELIZABETH 

 
Bishop Morton says that Bishop 
Stillington is in London’s streets 
Advancing Richard’s cause.  He is 
No soothsaying charlatan.  
When Stillington on his pulpit 
Speaks, people hear the word of God. 

 
 

Hastings appears walking with a cane. 
 
 

Look, here comes Hastings.  Let’s defer. 
Good day, kind sir!  How goes the morn? 

 
 

HASTINGS 
 

Better than my night, Your Grace.   
I do confess it.  But the pace of things 
Is tough on aging men like me. 
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QUEEN ELIZABETH 
 

And not troubled - though you look it? 
 
 

HASTINGS  
 

In truth, I’m a little shaken 
For last night as I lay abed  
I heard a Parliament of me.  
But did I dream?  For I do not 
Remember sleep, but two of me 
Standing face to face.  One raised 
A damning question: “Are you sure?” 

 
 

QUEEN ELIZABETH 
 

And are you, sir? 
 
 

DORSET 
 

What said the other? 
 
 

HASTINGS 
 

He gave a damning answer: “No!” 
Then I said: “Use your power now”. 
“What power?” Came my stunned reply. 
I pondered far too long it seems. 
Looking up I saw my own grey head 
Floating by my lifeless body 
Twisting in the starlit night high 
Above the crying in the Tower. 

 
 

Enter Stanley, Lady Margaret and Bishop Morton.  Noise of a  
commotion from off.  Citizens start filling the streets. 

 
 

STANLEY 
 

Hoy!  Richard arrives with the King,  
And with an unknown - Buckingham. 
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BISHOP  MORTON 
(taking Stanley aside) 

 
Whom we did not anticipate. 

 
 

STANLEY 
 

A useful tool, perhaps?  We’ll see. 
I will go meet them at the gate. 

 
 

Exit Stanley. 
 

 
LADY MARGARET 

(To Morton) 
 

What do you make of this?  A man 
Like this Buckingham adds new weight  
To the balance - on Richard’s side. 
What trouble do you think he brings? 

 
 

BISHOP MORTON 
 

Our Lady Justice holds the scales, 
So let us wait ‘til we know more. 
His mind yet must be explored. 
Remember Justice also holds 
A sword.  On one hand or other 
There swings the awful fate of Kings. 
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Scene 8 
 
 
EXT.  –  LONDON STREETS 
 

A noisy London welcome.  Buckingham arrives on  
a cartload of arms, including a mounted machine gun 

confiscated from river's army.  
 
 

BUCKINGHAM 
 

Make way for the Lord Protector 
Whom you know.  And who am I?  
One who loves a show like this! 

 
 

A CITIZEN 
 

The King! 
 
 

A CITIZEN 
 

Eddy five! 
 
 

A CITIZEN 
 

Where's the boy? 
 
 

A CITIZEN 
 

The King! 
 
 

BUCKINGHAM 
 

The King is far away from harm.  
So make way, make way I say. 

 
 

A CITIZEN 
 

The King! 
 
 

BUCKINGHAM 
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Go easy. The boy's asleep and  
Cannot be stirred. 

 
 

A CITIZEN 
 

Dead! 
 
 

A CITIZEN 
 

Treason! 
 
 

A CITIZEN 
 

The King is dead! 
 
 

BUCKINGHAM 
 

Some might wish he were out of their  
Own perversity.  But Sir, he  
Merely sleeps - at the Bishop 
Of London's palace, exhausted 
By a journey that was prolonged 
By the hundred tricky turns we 
Were forced to make.   

 
 

Queen Elizabeth and Dorset exit – to go to the Bishop’s Palace. 
 
 
Yes, friend, he’s  
Sunk in sleep and is unreachable. 
And even though ten thousand voices 
Beneath his window clamour for their 
King, your gathered sounds cannot  
Shatter the walls of the middle  
Kingdom.  And that's the time and place 
He now surveys from his soft and  
Momentary throne.  Now, go quietly 
From these streets and let us pass 
For we too are tired. 

 
 

A CITIZEN 
 

He's dead! 
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BUCKINGHAM 
 

If he were dead and not alive 
As you, Sir, are still alive,  
His eyes would not flicker beneath 
Their lids or his body move of  
Its own accord.  Nor would I  
Trouble myself to wonder what  
Distortions he now confronts, but 
Would set my mind to reckoning 
What men here in London would bend 
Themselves to my destruction.   
I’d not myself be seen or heard 
If I were killer of your King. 

 
 

A CITIZEN 
 

What of these weapons you bestride? 
 
 

Buckingham climbs down, grabs a citizen and puts a 
knife to his throat.  Buckingham moves around the stage 

and orates from various places above the crowd. 
 

 
BUCKINGHAM 

 
Mistrusting man stand close and I 
Shall demonstrate the armaments 
Of real enemies; the cold steel  
That cruises here upon your throat 
Would have severed any defiant  
Londoner from his life.  But, here  
It lies not you.  And look one sheaf  
Of arrows among the millions  
That were split to pierce your rebel 
Hearts had you given Rivers cause 
To let them fly from these high-strung  
Bows.  Be glad that I ride upon 
Them now and that they are not  
Over-riding you.  Be glad that Richard… 
 
(Pause) 
 
Please let us pass!  Let us pass! 

 
 

A CITIZEN 
 

What of Richard? 
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BUCKINGHAM 
 

What?  Tell you what I witnessed 
At Northampton?  My friends, I can’t 
Because I’m still not certain that 
What I saw you would believe. 

 
 

A CITIZEN 
 

Tell us! 
 
 

BUCKINGHAM 
 

These are only eyes good friends. 
What good are they when your mind doubts 
The data that pours through them and 
Will not assemble according  
To the patterns of common sense? 
I say I cannot trust myself 
To interpret what I saw and 
Could not ask of other men to  
Put their trust in me.  I am not  
Credulous or gullible; I 
Asked him upon the happenings 
Good Sir, confirm my vision but 
He would never aswer.  You ask him: 
Did you do great and surprising things? 
He won't deny it! 

 
 

A CITIZEN 
 

Richard! 
 
 

A CITIZEN 
 

Richard! 
 
 

BUCKINGHAM 
 

See how silent he has become. 
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A CITIZEN 
 

Tell us or you will not pass. 
 
 

BUCKINGHAM 
 

I shall not be captive to your  
Curiosity, so let us by.  
 

(Pause, then looking at Richard) 
 
Tell them Richard or I shall say 
What London folk want to hear. 

 
(Pause) 

 
He will not speak; he's not a man 
Like you or me.  That's his power! 
Imagine -  two thousand Welsh  
Men-at-arms, hard-bitten, muscled 
Men who yammer in a language 
All their own; figments of evil 
River's mind - itself a grey  
Satellite of the Queen's.  Two thousand 
Men rolling like molecules of lead 
Because the Queen's hot imagination 
Melted them and sent them sliding  
Down the trackless realm of her ambition. 
And we had but half of one half  
Of them.  And yet good citizens 
The boy sleeps soundly, there stands 
Richard uncomplaining, and before you 
Buckingham who's amazed to be 
In London where everyone’s alive. 

 
 

A CITIZEN 
 

What of Rivers? 
 
 

During Buckingham’s speech, a video of Rivers just before meeting Richard  
and his meeting with Richard at Northampton is projected on the walls. 

 
 

BUCKINGHAM 
 

There sat Rivers upon a gorgeous 
Horse - beautiful image of an 
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Ancient power; eloquent with  
A force of men stretched out behind  
And words sharpened to a double 
Edginess so finely honed 
By noble schooling you could not  
Discern which way they'd cut. 
And Rivers waited for an opportunity 
To strike; trying to provoke  
By subtleties the silence who stood 
Before him, dour, implacable and  
Unafraid.  Confounded, Rivers  
At last fell quiet too, contemplating 
What move next to make.  
But unable to restrain 
Himself, his contemplations, a mass 
Of guesses and second guesses, 
Splintered into words that made 
His cause too obvious.  And so  
He revealed himself, not merely 
To Richard or to startled Buckingham 
But to his army, which then grew cold 
To him and to him unmalleable. 
Every soldier went to his knee before 
That man and waited with the sun  
Above his head, and the wind whistling 
Through the strands of his hair; each man 
In his own mind dazzled to find  
How magical the world can be,  
And Richard merely sent them home,  
Each man happy to be free. 
Now Rivers is at Pontefract, 
The most moral place he's ever 
Been before and here's the keeper  
of that castle. 

 
 

CITIZENS 
 

Richard!  Richard!  Richard! 
 
 

Richard moves to the side and delivers this as a soliloquy. 
 
 

RICHARD 
 

Thank you all and especially  
I thank Lord Buckingham who does 
What I cannot do - that is make  
Me a modern man, conscious of  
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What he does and how; worried about 
The why; pleased not by his accomplishments 
But by the manner of accomplishing. 
Yet mistake me not. I did not  
Like the style of my cause: Richard  
Versus Queen.  What's her dispute that 
Loyal brothers and royal wives  
Should tangle banners in this transition? 
What drives out her reason and gnaws 
At self-restraint?  She has naught to fear  
Of me - nor does any man whose acts  
Are predicated on our laws. 

 
 

BUCKINGHAM 
 

My friends, let’s all make merry now. 
 

(to the crowd) 
 

Take your voices to the Bishop's 
Palace and awake your King with 
The gratifying sounds a city makes. 
 

 
Richard comes down before Hastings, Stanley,  

Lady Margaret and Bishop Morton. 
 
 

RICHARD 
 

And then I stared the Nobles down. 
 
 

(To the Nobles) 
 

Yes, let them be merry.  You Sirs 
Of this transitory oligarchy 
Must say an oath of fealty  
And make clear your devotion to 
My brother's son.  Do you so pledge? 

 
 

All nobles other than Lady Margaret go down on one knee. 
 
 

NOBLES 
 

We do.  We do.  We bend a knee 
To him and promise to support 
Our King until his life shall end. 
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LADY MARGARET 

 
Let’s all pretend, then drive a wedge 
Between those who do and those who don’t. 

 

The Nobles bow to Richard and along with Lady Margaret, still bowing  
they back away to another part of the stage where they convene together. 
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Scene 9 

 
EXT. – LONDON - THE PALACE 
 
 

The dance: the Nobles break into different groups – Hastings with  
Stanley, Queen Elizabeth by herself, Lady Margaret with Morton.,  

and as they do, enter Dorset and Jane Shore talking intimately. 
Morton moves from one group to the other. 

Stillington is seen a level above regaling an audience.   
Buckingham enters and goes to listen to Stillington. 

Richard is above him looking down on all – perhaps a large video of him. 
 
 

STANLEY  
(To Hastings) 

 
Richard wants to Crown Edward’s son. 

 
 

HASTINGS  
(To Stanley) 

 
Yes, this now seems beyond debate. 

 
 

QUEEN ELIZABETH 
(To herself – looking toward Stillington) 

 
But, Stillington still beats his drum. 

 
 

Morton rushes to Queen Elizabeth. 
 
 

BISHOP MORTON 
(To Elizabeth) 

 
Your Majesty, I’m a loyal priest 
As you know, but now I come 
To you in confidence.  My God 
Says I must sacrifice myself 
To do everything, everything I can 
To ensure your son’s succession. 

 
 

QUEEN ELIZABETH 
 

Our lives are a small price to pay 
When we adhere to God’s desire. 
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Put yourself on the rack and 
Speak to heaven to avoid the fire. 
 

 
BISHOP MORTON 

 
I fear you will report me to 
A fierce and angry Richard.   

 
 

QUEEN ELIZABETH 
 

Speak Bishop!   
 
 

BISHOP MORTON 
 

He is moving through the city 
Stomping out dissent.  He has raised 
His sword like he – he! - is Justice. 

 
 

QUEEN ELIZABETH 
 

But to protect my son he must 
Deal with those who are now chomping 
At the bit of change to knock us down. 

 
 

BISHOP MORTON 
 

Your brother, Rivers, sits in jail 
For violating Edward’s trust. 
You’re next is what the wind blows now. 
So Madam, hurry to save your kids 
From becoming sheep for Richard’s 
Slaughter.  Get you to Westminster, 
To the blessed convent there and  
Pray to God Almighty that I’m wrong.  

 
 

QUEEN ELIZABETH 
 

But what about my son – the King? 
How long before we know he’s safe? 

 
 

BISHOP MORTON 
 

He’s in the Tower, under guard. 
But Majesty, I can vouchsafe 
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Your friends will gamble with their lives 
And play whatever card they can 
To spring the boy.  Now, Madame, Go! 

 
 

Elizabeth scurries frantically off stage.  Dorset sees his mother 
running off and as Morton moves towards Hastings and Stanley 

cuts Morton off.  Jane joins them. 
 
 

DORSET 
 

My mother panics and departs 
The Palace in a state of fear. 

 
 

BISHOP MORTON 
 

She’s heard a rumour that Richard 
Has the King in London’s Tower. 

 
 

DORSET 
 

I think it’s so.   
 
 

JANE SHORE 
 

To keep him safe. 
 
 

BISHOP MORTON 
 

So, Richard doesn’t grab for power? 
Well, someone – maybe you - should go 
To the Queen and say come out from 
Under the care of God where, even though 
God says “Be at peace; Richard must 
Respect my sanctuary”, she shakes 
With fear - because of deadly threats 
Made by Richard’s satanic friends. 

 
 

JANE SHORE 
 

Surely, it’s all just ducks and drakes? 
Stones are thrown to see what skips 
On the choppy waters of the times. 
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DORSET 
 

So, just the Queen is under threat? 
 

 
 

BISHOP MORTON 
 

To all and any who fly the 
Woodville flag.  It suits their ends if  
Indeed, they wish to place the Crown 
On Richard’s forward-thinking head. 

 
 

Queen Margaret moves to talk with Hastings and Stanley. 
 
 

JANE SHORE 
 
So, Dorset is in jeopardy? 

 
 

BISHOP MORTON 
 

If it were me – but I’m not brave - 
I would flee London town.  Lay low. 
Go to France.  Not take a stance. 
These threats and rumours might be true. 
But maybe not.  Why take the chance?  

 
 

Dorset kisses Jane and makes a fast exit, leaving her alone. 
Morton moves over to Hastings, Stanley and Lady Margaret. 

Buckingham moves over to Richard. 
 
 

BISHOP MORTON 
 

The Queen is in Westminster Church 
With all her children, save the King 
Who’s shut up in the Tower.  Dorset 
Has fled to France.  All who dared 
To circumvent late Edward’s will, 
That named Richard Lord Protector, 
Cower where they once conspired. 

 
 

As Morton speaks we see Dorset running across the stage pulling  
a suitcase on wheels.  Jane Shore moving quickly over to Hastings. 
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LADY MARGARET 
 

They tried to drag me into it. 
But, oh, oh, I am full aware 
How Richard, when opposed, will smash 
His enemies with all and any means. 
Excuses, regrets, apologies, 
Tears and pleas for mercy all count 
For naught.  My warnings went unheard 
And now the Queen and Rivers and 
All the Woodvilles shall feel the sting 
And cut of Richard’s vengeful lash. 

 
 

Enter Buckingham who goes to Richard and talks  
to him out of our earshot. 

 
 

BISHOP MORTON 
 

Lady Margaret, let’s attend 
The Queen.  We can show her how she 
Can supplement her prayers 
To find salvation here and now. 
God can take his measure later.  
 
 

Exit Morton and Lady Margaret who chortles. 
 
 

RICHARD 
(to the audience) 

 
The Coronation plan in place, 
And I was ready to re-embrace 
The Queen.  But now what I can see 
Is that a hundred lies were spread 
By my unsuspected enemy. 
 

 
HASTINGS 

(To Stanley) 
 

Lord Buckingham has Richard’s ear. 
 
 

STANLEY 
(To Hastings) 

 
Let us assure our new good friend 
That we are loyal to our King. 
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Hastings and Stanley go to Buckingham who comes downstage. 
 
 

HASTINGS 
 

Good sir.  The dark muttering heard 
In various parts does not dim 
The bright light of day.  All is well? 

 
 

Enter Anne who stands beside Richard. 
 
 

BUCKINGHAM 
 

It goes well for me; others not. 
You fine gentlemen seem stranded 
In between; both well-disposed 
And distraught. Please tell me why. 

 
 

STANLEY 
(upbeat) 

 
Short days from now a righteous King 
Will sit in Edward’s ancient chair. 

 
 

BUCKINGHAM 
 

Let’s not despair the truth of that. 
 
 

HASTINGS 
(downbeat) 

 
But, some trepidation jangles 
The nerves of men, who, like Stanley 
And myself, have pulled their swords 
In the now departed Edward’s 
Many wars - men who should not now 
Be jarred like old preserves.  We stand 
With Richard, want to be of use. 

 
 

BUCKINGHAM 
 

Hastings, let’s be frank.  As Edward’s 
Chamberlain, all but he doffed 
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Their hats to you, their forlocks tugged, 
And bestowed a certain deference. 
And to you, Lord Stanley, too.  

 
 

HASTINGS 
 

It’s how the power flowed at Court. 
 
 

BUCKINGHAM 
 

I’ll tell Richard what he no doubt 
Assumes: men like you – powerful 
And rich – have what they believe  
Are certain rights, the predicate 
Of which are founded in a time 
Now past.   

 
 

STANLEY 
 

Our very point, my friend. 
 
 

BUCKINGHAM 
 

Why should you be out, the hated 
Woodville’s in?  Have I got it right? 

 
 

HASTINGS 
 

You do!  You do!  We’re meant to last, 
Not come to an untimely end. 

 
 

BUCKINGHAM 
 

Well, Sirs, I have the gist and thread. 
You feel yourselves entitled now 
To a hard-earned dividend. 
I’ll go to Richard now and put 
A real spin on everything you’ve said. 

 
 

Exit Buckingham in one direction; Hastings and Stanley in another. 
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Scene 10 

 

INT.  – LONDON STREETS 

 
Anne comes forward to Richard.  Sound of trumpets, she waves at 

 the noisy crowds.  We catch a glimpse of a policewoman 
 trying to control traffic. 

 
ANNE 

 
The crowds cheer for you.  

 
 

RICHARD 
 

For us. 
 
 

ANNE 

Once the King is crowned we can return 

To Middleham, to our dull lives, 

Troubled only by flickering, 

Stars in the purple night, and clouds 

That tumble across the daytime 

Sky, and the ever-arcing sun  

That burns the eye if we presume 

To look too long at it.  London 

Is where people come to die when 

The green of money is the only 

Green they see.  Gone the grass; 

Gone the tree; gone the flower stalks 

That raise their blossoms in the wind; 

Gone a life unticked by ticking clocks. 

 

RICHARD 

Once the Coronation’s done… Once 

Things have settled down… Once I am 

Sure the King can govern…  Once he 

Has a grip on all his powers… 

Once these anxieties are allayed… 
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ANNE 

Once you stand unafraid?  Once you 

Eliminate all doubt?  Once every 

Man you know upholds the order 

You’d impose upon unruly life? 

Once all women are devout and 

Chaste lovers of that masculine 

God on the chapel vault above?   

Once all your one-time lust for me 

Becomes a kind of holy dust? 

Then you’ll what?  Bite an apple 

And eat it to the core to claim 

You have chewed the fruit of life; 

You’re glad you’ve had so small a taste? 

 

RICHARD 

Anne….I only ever wanted… 

 

ANNE 

I know.  For me to understand. 

So, alone I go to my London bed  

While you calculate a thousand 

Permutations of conspiracy. 

Try just once – just once - to conspire 

With me, to plot a one-way route 

From London to our own green land.  

 

Exit Anne. 
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Scene 11 
 
 
EXT. – LONDON STREETS 
 

Enter Jane Shore alone under a red light.   Then, moments later, 

enter Bishop Morton who goes to her. 

 

BISHOP MORTON 

Edward’s dead.  Dorset’s fled.  And here 

You are. 

 

JANE SHORE 

My exes mark my spot. 

 

BISHOP MORTON 

I have long observed, Mistress Shore, 

You have the kind of smiling grace 

That even women like.  And men, 

Well, yes, we love a pretty face  

But, add to that a sense of style, 

A tender way and intelligence 

We cannot resist our carnal 

Stirrings – even a priest like me. 

 

JANE SHORE 

You, Sir, want a moveable feast. 

I have been, but now I am not. 

And no man should try to board my 

Train of over-crowded thought. 

 

BISHOP MORTON 

Do I have designs on you? 

Not in the least.  But here’s the thing. 

Would you risk your many gifts 

In delicate affairs of state? 

For if you do, you can transcend 

That which fixes you in a place 
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Of undeserved opprobrium. 

Be proactive as power shifts 

From what once was to what will be. 

 

JANE SHORE 

What cause – and who - must I embrace? 

 

Enter Hastings and Stanley talking animatedly. 

 

BISHOP MORTON 

First, make a friend of Hastings there. 

 

JANE SHORE 

But, are we not friends already? 

 

BISHOP MORTON 

Second, find a way to the Queen 

And somehow make sincere amends.   

 

Enter Buckingham who goes to Richard above, looking on. 

During Jane’s and Morton’s dialogue, Buckingham 

becomes alarmed and exits. 

 

Once Hastings projects his old man’s 

Love on you and cannot endure  

Your loss, take him to Elizabeth 

And reconcile them.  Remember, 

He is the Queen’s new means to ends. 

 

JANE SHORE 

But Hastings might deflect my flirt, 

The Queen not hear my penitence. 
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BISHOP MORTON 

Use all the tools that you possess. 

Use guile, use love, use your sex. 

Find where Hastings keeps his hurt, 

How the Queen and you are equal 

Innocents in the Court of men. 

Do this right and all men shall know 

How Jane Shore - mind, body, soul - 

Impacted these sublime events.  

That woman wants her mothering 

To be the making of a King. 

That man wants to do one thing that’s 

Truly good.   You, Jane, will make them whole. 

 

Jane moves to Hastings and takes his arm and moves close. 

Buckingham and Stillington with a noisy crowd. 

Enter Lady Margaret who stands beside Lord Stanley.  

 

BUCKINGHAM 

(to the crowd) 

 

Now, I will speak, so my good friends 

I ask for silence while I address  

These gathered Lords on your behalf. 

 

(to the Lords and Ladies who, except for Morton, are incredulous) 

 

My Lords, these nervous citizens 

Sniff the wind, which carries the stink 

Of insurrection, of guns being  

Oiled, of sweaty men sharpening 

Blades, of leather saddles being 

Wiped clean of blood from battles 

In the long ago. 

 

HASTINGS 

This can’t be so! 
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STANLEY 

Buckingham, who is raising arms 

and why?  We have a right to know. 

 

 

Citizens bang drums, shout, play whazzoos etc. 

 

BUCKINGHAM 

Silence!  You there.  I will be heard! 

 

The noise trails quickly into quiet.  A drummer punctuates 

Buckingham’s speech with ominous downbeats. 

 

My Lords, it is too soon to tell 

Against whom these men rebel. 

Whether they would depose the 

Lord Protector as he goes about 

Our business; or would overthrow 

The King himself before he’s Crowned 

Has not yet been discovered. 

But Richard is on high alert 

And spies are busy underground  

Where their faces and intentions 

Will be illumined in the flames. 

If any here, make common cause 

With traitors, speak now, and seek 

To be restored to Richard’s graces. 

 

BISHOP MORTON 

My Lord, I have nothing to confess. 

Of course, I don’t.  But, why not send 

These noisy ruffians on their way,  

So this noble Council can hear 

My small proposal. 

 

HASTINGS 

Bishop, good idea! 
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BUCKINGHAM 

Be gone for now good London folk. 

Let’s meet at the Friar’s Heel at dawn 

And drink to a new and fateful day. 

 

Exit the citizens noisily. 

 

BISHOP MORTON 

What if…that is to say, what if 

Once the King is crowned, Richard 

Is asked to prolong his stay. 

 

HASTINGS 

But, Sir, the King will want to choose 

His Council – pick the men in whom 

He would confide, whose wisdom and 

Advice mean most to him - old hands 

At Court, who know the Royal way. 

 

STANLEY 

 Lord Hastings makes a telling point. 

 

BUCKINGHAM 

He does, but so does the Priest. 

 

BISHOP MORTON 

Let’s all give this some thought tonight 

And then tomorrow strive to make 

A joint decision.  Thus the safety  

Of the King shall be increased. 

 

Exit all but Buckingham and Morton. 
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BUCKINGHAM 

Old Hasting’s hackles stood on end. 

 

BISHOP MORTON 

You saw that too.  And how Stanley 

Flew to defend what matters least. 

(whispering) 

Did you notice Lady Jane on 

Hastings arm?  How Stanley’s wife – 

That old Queen Margaret - gripped 

Her husband’s sleeve as her vengeful 

Dreams overtook her once again.  Yes! 

Hard feelings are where treasons sprout. 

 

BUCKINGHAM 

And the Woodville’s feelings are hurt 

The most.  The Queen, Dorset, Rivers 

And others of that clan exert 

Their influences far and wide. 

 

BISHOP MORTON 

Let’s talk again.  As things shake-out 

One man will see it all; just one man 

The fate of England will decide. 

 

Exit Morton one way; Exit Buckingham another. 

 

RICHARD 

I was supposed to be that man! 

For both my brothers’ sake. 
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Scene 12 

 

INT. – THE PALACE 

Hasting’s walking briskly with Jane Shore following. 

 

JANE SHORE 

Please, Sir William, you move too fast. 

Catch your breath; let your heart beat slow 

Its pace.  What good is anger now? 

 

HASTINGS 

King Edward’s will was very clear. 

He raised the Woodvilles high above 

Any station they had aspired too. 

He loved Elizabeth he said. 

If she pulled all her family 

On her wedding train, so be it. 

Such was his indifference to  

Anything but lust and love.  Of course 

He did not foresee how grasping 

They would prove.  And all those years 

I played the gentleman, overlooked 

Their lack of charm, excused their 

Bogus manners, their cynical 

Deceit, their smarm and their conceit. 

But, for all of that, the King’s word 

Whether spoken from his throne 

Or through his will and testament 

Is law and Richard over-reaches. 

His council cannot now accede 

To grant him powers that exceed 

His martial talents or his station. 

 

JANE SHORE 

The Queen is not your enemy. 

Rivers is at Pontefract.  Dorset’s 

Gone to France.  Why not align 

Yourself with her?  Just a short term 

Thing to shift the weights of power. 

She wants her son to be a King 
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In full, not just foreground to some 

Inscrutable design that puts 

Half the Crown on Richard’s dour head.   

 

HASTINGS 

Richard wants the Queen’s younger son 

To join his brother in The Tower 

Which makes sense – the boys can enjoy 

One another’s wit and play before 

They part on Coronation day. 

What persuasions shall be required 

To make our bitter Queen relent?   

Here is a chance to heal some wounds 

And reduce our mutual discontent.  

 

JANE SHORE 

You are an eager man, the Queen 

Is tired.  What better time for you 

To take advantage?  Let me make 

The bed in which you both can lie. 

Act together, Richard must comply. 
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Scene 13 

 

INT. – WESTMINSTER CONVENT, CHAPEL 

 

Lights-up on Elizabeth in the convent in front of a crucifix. 

 

QUEEN ELIZABETH 

So many days.  So many days.  Men will 
Not bang upon the chamber door  
I left unlocked to enter here 
And bargain through their solemn faces. 
The potent power of my sex, 
My widowhood, my motherhood,  
My rank of state are precarious,  
And Jesus, whom I learn to love  
Who tolerates dilemma and  
Delirium, Circulus inextricabulus 
And the salt of tears wept into 
His open wounds, hangs eternally 
In the anguished negotiation 
Of our souls, his pain outlasting 
Long years of hollow piousness 
And faked solemnity.  But when 
We come to need him, we are  
Embraced in the infinity 
Of his care.  He hangs for me when  
My great sadness makes me want 
A death, and I think how do I  
Get there without suffering more 
Indignity?  It becomes a little thing to ask. 

 

A loud knocking is heard.  Enter Jane Shore who curtsys deeply . 

 

QUEEN ELIZABETH 
(walking around Jane) 

 
Unbend yourself. 

 
 

JANE 
 

Your Majesty. 
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QUEEN ELIZABETH 
 

Here, why? 
 
 

JANE SHORE 
 

I was mistress to King Edward, 
But as his mistress I belonged  
To you as well; we three each played 
A part in a long and proud romance, 
A bittersweet experience 
That did not happen just by chance. 
 

 
QUEEN ELIZABETH 

 
Every day, while here, I’ve prayed 
To God that some high ranking man 
Would enter through that door and draw 
Me into schemes that matter. Now 
You arrive spinning gold to straw.  Why? 
Tell me on whose behalf you come. 

 
 

JANE SHORE 
 

Your Majesty never puts a gloss 
On things.  Right to the sharpest point. 
Thomas Hastings urged me to 
Contrive this visit.  The disjoint 
Frames of interest that were once 
Yours and his have ceased to be.  
A single black and white decision 
To combine your vast resources 
Will snap the blur of fast-moving 
Change into the single image 
Of our new King’s undoubted and  
Undivided reign.  Hastings thinks 
- and so do you – that Richard’s friends 
- and maybe Richard too – devise 
A different vision.   They campaign 
To raise him up on some pretense 
To the Royal seat itself. 
You and Hastings can save your son 
But only if you compromise. 
Now will you deign to talk to me? 
 

 

Elizabeth and Jane have an animated conversation. 
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Scene 14 
 
EXT. – LONDON, VARIOUS 
 
 

Elizabeth indicates she will.  Now begins another silent, dreamy dance. 
Elizabeth and Jane speak and then Jane departs, going to Hastings as he enters. 

A policewoman in a police vest conducts the traffic. 
Lady Margaret and Stanley enter, she is scolding him. 

Stanley moves to Hastings and they talk animatedly then shake hands. 
Dorset practices swordplay. 

Rivers paces in his cell. 
Margaret moves to Elizabeth waving at Dorset with a hanky like the flag of France. 

Buckingham and Morton deep in conversation. 
The policewoman exits. 

Buckingham exits. 
Richard comes front and center with Anne, all others ringed around them. 

 
 

RICHARD 
 

What scenes a nervous people have beheld. 
Startled Rivers from arrogance dislodged. 
Frightened Dorset blasted from complacency 
And a Queen in the awful rustle of her fears 
Propelled to oblivion in a church of God. 
Who believed, as I approached the city, 
That I would concatenate calamity 
To chain the future to a dark intent? 
No one!  For I did not strive to intervene 
With the settled processes of the settled law 
But always to predicate my acts on them. 
Still, having rightful protection of the King 
I acted and interfered with the subtle feelings 
Of many subtle men.  I acted to prevent an insurrection! 
And yet in the grey coils of establishment 
Raised disquiet, which expressed itself  
As righteous discontent.  And men who have minds 
Geared for retrospection, look back through time 
Into the fast and dreamy cinemas of their memories 
To gather images, they cast upon the seamless context 
Of their lives.  They make a vivid parable of past events 
To force morality on their present course 
And other men to their now-decided point of view. 
No doubt, no doubt they seem to scruple 
And weigh the consequence for good or worse. 
But measuring corrupts the measurement 
And invokes a principle of uncertainty. 
It is not the public that concerns them most 
But private happiness.  And what's the risk? 
That a greater power might cast them down; 
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That a hungry power will satisfy its appetite 
In their destruction?  What man will not act 
to avoid his diminution or his death.  No man! 
 
(indicating hasting's head) 
 
So, what forces of nature converge here 
to seek their mitigation?  Old age. 

 
 

HASTINGS 
 

No! 
 
 

RICHARD 
 

Indignation. 
 
 

STANLEY 
 

No! 
 
 

RICHARD 
 

Hurt pride. 
 
 

HASTING 
 

No! 
 
 

RICHARD 
 

And they drive you to resistance! 
 
 

HASTINGS 
 

No! 
 
 

RICHARD 
(To Hastings) 

 
And conspiracy!  What agonies  
Did Mistress Shore transport for you 
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For wont of a final shot at youth 
By carrying your desperate 
Messages to Queen Elizabeth? 

 
 

HASTINGS 
 

I want what was. 
 
 

Enter Buckingham with Soldiers. 
  

RICHARD 
 

This Bishop to the tower. 
 
 

Soldiers take Morton away. 
 
 

This man confine to quarters. 
 
 

Soldiers take Stanley away. 
 
 

Fetch the younger brother and 
Edward’s daughters from Westminster. 
Send Jane Shore in penance to the streets. 

 
 

Soldiers enter and take Jane Shore – exiting. 
Other soldiers enter. 

 
Execute Rivers at Pontefract. 

 
 

Soldiers move to Rivers and move him off stage. 
Other soldiers enter. 

 
 

And take the head off Hastings now. 
Hastings has chosen to be dead. 

 
 

HASTINGS 
 

I will not die a modern death! 
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BUCKINGHAM 

 
Treason! 

 
 

RICHARD 
(To Elizabeth and Margaret) 

 
Now you old Queens can take a bow. 

 
 

Queen Elizabeth and Margaret go to their knees before Richard. 
Anne stands incredulous and ashamed beside her husband. 

We see shadows of Hasting’s and River’s executions. 
Richard walks front and center, exhausted. 

Anne helps the Queens to their feet and takes 
 them to the side of the stage where they exit, 

Anne stands on stage in dim light. 
 
 

RICHARD 
 

The hard edge of the city in daylight IS 
And my face at the city's edge also is; 
Like great blocks of stone are we both, 
All surface and angle are we so that 
Sunlight and the square wind-full air 
Sheers along us and falls in parts 
And wedges to the streets.  Massive  
And man-made are we, both creations 
Upon the earth, and only visible 
On the surface in the day.  We both 
Are an infinity of intersections 
Brilliantly obscured even 
By the birds in the sky that confound 
Our sharpness with their swooping, 
By sunlight on evasive wings,  
Which leave no shadows on our skin, 
And our eyes, my eyes, and the eyes 
In the windows being solid  
Cannot follow the simple circles 
Of their flight or even glimpse their 
Final perching in the green unconnected 
Land behind us.  And not having to be 
At corners as dangerous as these 
Perhaps I should have stayed  
At Middleham.  But, I gave my oath. 
I must protect the boy until 
He's raised to the brave abstraction 
Of a man; the bright abstraction 
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of a King.  Loyaulte me lie’. 
 

Richard sees Anne. 
 
 

Anne, I talk not to myself but to you. 
 
  

ANNE 
 

Richard, I know you think you do 
But how many times must I be 
Invented to be the object 
Of your self-advice?  You make me think 
That I intrude in your existence, 
But that I’m needed too.  How can 
I know myself what to be or whom? 
Merely wife - for here's your wife - 
Duty bound she feels to be in London 
With her sacred counterpart.  Or  
Can I be someone larger than 
A wife and still be embraced by you? 

 
 

Anne moves to a place above and looks down on  
Richard through a window. 

 
 

ANNE 
 

I have but this window where I 
Can frame but little life.  I wait. 
I wait to see your shadow at 
Our door.  But you never come -  
Not the kind and gentle you,  
Not the just and worthy you, 
Not the able and clever you, 
Not you who sometimes is a joyous 
Soul.  Not a randy, youthful man 
Who’s hot for me.  Not even the 
Murderous man you sometimes are 
When law and right and justice 
Attend on you without the subtle 
Muses, who’s wisdom, wit and sex, 
Temper and mollify your reason. 
I wait because I have no choice: 
I’m stuck in the complex systems 
Of our time - without a voice 
To which any man must turn his ear. 
 

Lights down on Anne. 
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Scene 15 

 
 
INT. – LONDON, THE PALACE 
 
 

RICHARD 
(To the audience) 

 
But…I remember this so well. 
Just like it happened yesterday, 
Not five hundred years or more ago. 
 

 
Enter Stillington pushed by Buckingham. 

 
 

STILLINGTON 
 

We beg a word, M’Lord.  Lady Anne. 
I am come to make confession, sir. 
My own sins, those I keep to myself  
But things done by others…Sometimes… 
Well, I Iet it slip to this good Lord… 
Good man, this Buckingham…He says… 

 
 

ANNE 
 

Make it short Bishop Stillington. 
 
 

STILLINGTON 
 

Buckingham says I cannot, should 
Not, will not keep the thing I know… 
 
 

BUCKINGHAM 
 

To himself.  Not take it to his grave. 
Be brave man, throw it on the table. 

 
 

ANNE 
 

Speak up Stillington or be gone. 
 
 

STILLINGTON 
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For many years I was Edward’s 
Chaplain and confessor.  But more, 
I was the Royal go-between. 

 
 

ANNE 
 

And, good sir, by that you mean? 
 
 

STILLINGTON 
 

He was acutely amorous. 
Prodigous were his appetites. 
I toted many a billet-doux 
Through London’s ardent avenues.  

 
 

ANNE 
 
You must have travelled many miles. 

 
 

STILLINGTON 
 

M’Lady, more than I can measure. 
Well, most women, being wise to 
Manly needs and manly urges, 
Would resist his first advances. 
But he would seduce them all with  
Certain promises, which being  
A clever man and King he could 
Deliver.  In the end both had 
Had their satisfaction, for neither  
Promise nor virtue was too great. 
Finally, he met a virtue he  
He could not penetrate.  One 
Lady scoffed his worn-out phrases. 
Oh! then did I huff and puff for him; 
First to her with promises that made 
My heart trip faster than my feet. 
Then back to him with her rejection. 
Down every alley of his heart I flew 
A-twinkle with the thought how like 
Polaris she held absolutely 
To her place.  But then he gave me  
One last promise that I gravely 
Bore to her.  And when she saw 
My happy countenance she said 
“I know, Bishop, what his offer is. 
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Take me now to his chamber door”. 
 
 

ANNE 
 

And so, Stillington, is there more? 
 
 

STILLINGTON 
 
That very night he pledged his troth. 
Ecstatic I, blessed them both - 
And the marriage they then and there 
Contracted - for in those days she 
Was extremely beautiful and 
Edward, King for life, in need of 
A faithful, smart, courageous wife.  

 
 

BUCKINGHAM 
 

He does not mean, Elizabeth, M’Lady. 
 
 

ANNE 
 

He was contracted to another? 
 
 

BUCKINGHAM 
 

To Talbot's daughter, Lady Butler. 
 
 

ANNE 
 

If what you say is true… 
 
 

RICHARD 
(Loudly to the audience) 

 
That Lady is long since dead! 
 
 

ANNE 
 

Then Edward's marriage to Elizabeth 
Is null and void.  Of no effect. 
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RICHARD 

(To the audience) 
 

That secret must be kept. 
 
 

ANNE 
 

All their children illegitimate… 
 
 

RICHARD 
 

Stop! 
 
 

ANNE 
 

And Richard knew! 
 
 

RICHARD 
 

Stop! 
 
 

ANNE 
 
And George knew and died for it. 
And Richard let him die? 
 

(Pause) 
 

Richard is the next in line.  The rightful heir! 
 
 

RICHARD 
 

There is no proof! 
 
 

Anne indicates to Buckingham that he and Stillington should leave.  They exit. 
 

 
ANNE 

 
Assert your claim. 
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RICHARD 

 
I have no claim. 

 
 

ANNE 
 

If Edward’s son becomes our King  
We are unsafe. He'll take revenge. 
You drove his mother to Westminster,  
Executed Rivers, made Dorset flee. 

 
 

RICHARD 
 

He will understand my reasons. 
 
 

ANNE 
 

Under law, under God, by right, 
This is your responsibility. 
You are the King, not someone whom 
You might or might not become. 
You bear no guilt for being you 
Unless now, for wont of courage, 
Wont of love of me, or for some 
Deep wish to die, you are compelled  
To commit treasons on yourself. 
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Scene 16 
 
 
EXT. – LONDON STREETS 
 

 The rising noise of crowds.  Enter Buckingham with 
Friar Shaw, a priest and a boisterous crowd. 

 
 

FRIAR SHAW 
 

I am Friar Shaw.  My God as all  
Gods is metaphor.  Great, not by 
Omniscience which overrides 
But by a power which overawes  
At times - the grandest notion  
Which makes sense of all the disparate 
Elements of space.  He shatters 
My amazing ignorance!  But 
He chooses the moment of  
Enlightenment! 

 
 

A CITIZEN 
 

Enlighten us! 
 
 

FRIAR SHAW 
 

I cannot formulate his wisdom 
Into words, for I stand only 
In the bright penumbra of his 
Intellect, framed by the sizzling  
Corona of divinity -  
Light too hot for direct experience. 
Yes, my fellow citizens 
It requires faith- an endless faith 
Born of grief and evidence of grief 
When you endeavour to embrace 
His shapeless and expanding mind. 
Faith when you exhaust the ordinary  
Minutes of your days and at last  
Confront the fatal omnipotence 
Of IS becoming WAS.  For then 
You pray to God, to a power 
Which seems so huge you put it beyond 
Yourselves.  You pray that all your 
Calculations do not come to zero  
In the end.  For why you say did 
I wager my heart and mind and  
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Take all the risks of love and hate? 
And why did I devote my brain  
And body to a multitude  
Of appetites?  Why did I  
Suffer the language and 
Consequence of politics  
And humble myself to authority? 
And why, with good and bad preaching 
At my fingertips, did I  
Indicate the value of a  
Million things and the worth of  
My fellow man?  Why, if in the end 
All this should come to nothing?   
Life would be intolerable. 
So you have your God and you think,  
He has a face.  But, I come to  
Tell you he has no face or sex 
He does not snicker at credulity  
Nor deride you with a smiling  
Arrogance, nor hold a disapproving 
Look against your spirit.  But he 
Is implacable as life –  
A miracle grand and arbitrary,  
A fearful realization; image 
Of ourselves, our order, and in  
The end our sanity, a spirit  
Whose laws are necessary. 

 
 

A CITIZEN 
 

What laws? 
 
 

FRIAR SHAW 
 

The evil of adultery  
Is proscribed by God, and the 
Children of Elizabeth are begot 
Of such carnality. 

 
 

A CITIZEN 
 

Bastard children! 
 
 

FRIAR SHAW 
 

Richard is the rightful King  
Under the eye of God, our metaphor. 
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CITIZENS 
 

Richard!  Richard! 
 
 

BUCKINGHAM 
 

Be not impatient but also 
Hear this priest. 

 
 

PRIEST 
 

I am a humble priest, an old man 
Who has a long acquaintance  
With your streets. 

 
 

A CITIZEN 
 

We know you. 
 
 

PRIEST 
 

Yes.  For I have walked among  
You since my springing youth when I  
Was eager to dispute the fate  
Of soul's on God’s behalf. 

 
 

A CITIZEN 
 

God 's green recruit. 
 
 

PRIEST 
 

Then I was able to forgive 
Those who slung shit on me from up 
Above.  Yes, I have walked among 
Your noises and your smells and 
Witnessed all your pleasures 
And calamities until I  
Come to think my own salvation 
My great concern. Now in my  
Brittle age I walk with narrow  
Slits for eyes, through avenues horrible 
And familiar.  By habit I circumvent 
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The piss that gathers in the gutters, 
Perhaps more wise.  For I am  
Careful now not to grind your noses 
In conceptions of eternity.   
Hell is too close at hand, heaven  
Too far away.  But here I am 
Black exemplar of common sense,  
With an expertise derived 
Of experience. I know even 
When God 's laws are contradicted 
We must obey our man made laws - 
And I have survived. 

 
 

STILLINGTON 
 

What law? 
 
 

PRIEST 
 

Parliament decreed that English Kings 
Must descend from the Duke of York 
And Edward was a bastard child. 

 
 

RICHARD 
 

I will not hear this said. 
 
 

PRIEST 
 

A bastard child who murdered  
George to make him forfeit the crown  
To death.  So Richard is the rightful heir. 

 
 

A CITIZEN 
 

Edward's boy is King! 
 
 

CITIZENS 
 

Richard!  Richard! 
 
 

Buckingham steps forward. 
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BUCKINGHAM 
 

In the name of the Lord Protector,  
I command your silence! 

 
 

Shouts of treason. 
 

BUCKINGHAM 
 

Treason?  What is that word exploding  
In the public place? And where 
The fuming mouth that sent it hurtling 
To obliterate our civil arguments? 
Where is the man who sets his awful 
Noise against debate and in a 
Happy world endures the sad  
Combustion of his reason and fuels  
His private hells with angry 
Certitude and transcendent doubt? 
You there! that was your word? 
The spit yet boils on your lip. 
And still you glare at us as though 
It were us who cast you into agony. 
Treason?  What a horror to stand 
So much alone - to witness those 
Whom once you called your friends swayed 
By devils in the guise of priests 
And urged now by Buckingham  
Through the gates of hell!  Ah, Sir. 
Who would not shrink to singularity  
To be so confronted?  Who would 
Not sink into the mad confines 
Of self to consider the shifting 
Structures of his universe and  
His discontent.  One weeps and 
In time resigns to change; or one defies – 
Throws up words: lies!  Betrayal!   
Treason!  and beats his pride with  
A hard intransigent fisted voice 
That excoriates majorities?   
But such a man makes a victim 
Of himself because the most will rise  
To drown that one with noise! 
King Richard!  King Richard! 

 
 

CITIZENS 
 

Richard!  Richard! 
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Scene 17 
 
INT. – LONDON, WESTMINSTER CATHEDRAL 
 
 

Enter Anne in robes, her train carried by Lady Margaret.  
Throughout the coronation scene the following music, 

Should be played on electronic instruments: 
 firmentur manua tua, veni creator 
Spiritus, the Gloria and the Credo. 

 
 

RICHARD 
 

And then our Parliament resolved 
To Crown me King.  God, have mercy 
Upon me. 

 
 

ANNE 
 

And upon me now. 
 
 

Buckingham puts Richard's robe on him.  Richard and Anne go to their knees. 
Bishop Stillington stands behind holding the crown above Richard's head. 
Morton looks on from the Tower.  Silhouettes of the two princes are seen. 

 
 

RICHARD 
 

If one could speak an answer or  
Comprehend the crown and all  
The stars that glitter in its points, 
If one could calculate the angles 
Of its cuts, the way the ancient 
Light refracts thereby, the many 
Facets of this God of war, 
The many turns a history takes 
The many heads the circlet  
Will adorn - one would speak some truth 
Or one would dream of speaking truth. 

 
 

Buckingham tears Richard’s shirt open and Lady Margaret does the same to 
Anne. Richard and Anne should be naked to the waist. The holy oil is dabbed 
On Richard seven times, upon the palms of his hands, the middle of his back, 

Upon his shoulders, on the inside of his elbows, and upon his forehead.  Anne 
Is dabbed only on the head and breast bone. Each time  

they are dabbed they react as if given an electrical shock. 
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RICHARD 

 
In a moment there is time for  
A million volts and revolts. 
I did not come to the city  
To be made a King!   

 
 

Stillington lowers the Crown to Richard’s head.  Richard nearly 
collapses as one more electrical charge courses through  

his body.  Anne also falls prostrate.  
 

Lights up on Queen Elizabeth in the convent  
– again before the crucifix.. 

 
 

QUEEN ELIZABETH 
 

I think that there shall never be  
Two legs crossed like that again,  
Especially above the hill 
With the sun behind throwing  
Shadows of the sacrifice across 
Their faces.  I simply cannot think 
in the shadows, transfixed by  
The look of Jesus there - ecce homo, 
Ecce homo.  But, behold  
My boys who languish in the tower  
Their adolescent minds unnerved 
Trying to comprehend symbols  
Of something I cannot myself  
Begin to understand.  And there 
Among the celebrants, moving 
In his blue light like aliens, I  
See my own daughters smiling,  
Reconciled to this new-made King. 
Hah!  God I know what music is –  
Have danced and sung such songs that  
Winter eves were like a spring.  
But let them flirt with power and  
Find their place, for they are women  
Now and in the end will disappear 
Without a trace, because men 
Eradicate our mothering. 

 
 

Lights down on Queen Elizabeth as Richard and Anne rise. 
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RICHARD 
 

Exactly when and why was I  
Overwhelmed?  For I am taken  
By some power into a world  
Too much like a dream within a 
Dream, where roses, both red and white, 
Scrape their thorns through a summer 
Storm, and wither in the blackened 
Summer light of my shaken kingdom 
Where I am suddenly awake, 
But still within my life-long sleep 

 
The Council of Nobles comes forward – Buckingham, 

Stanley and Stillington with Lady Margaret positioned 
beneath Morton in Tower window. 

 
 

THE COUNCIL 
 

Amen!  Amen!  Amen.  Amen. 
 

 
The Richard’s and Anne’s robes are hung on faceless mannequins. 

Anne appears sickly and disoriented and shuffles off stage. 
 
 

RICHARD 
 

I bade the Nobles of my Court 
To attend on me - all but one. 
The times required Lord Buckingham 
To return to mythic Wales from 
Whence he had arrived, too much like 
A shooting star, in his heart too much  
Aggrieved like my brother George. 
But, he still burned for service - 
Or so he said – so Morton tagged 
Along, ostensibly his prisoner. 
Whom can I blame for that mistake?  

 
 

Exit Buckingham one way, the rest of the council the other. 
 

 
(Pause) 

 
 

Those days, there seemed so much at stake 
I never turned my heart to Anne, 
I never cared to know how sick she was. 
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 Richard sits disconsolately on his throne. 

 
 

LADY MARGARET 
(To Morton) 

 
Is that you there, Bishop Morton? 

 
 

Bishop Morton is packing suitcases.  He comes to the window. 
 
 

BISHOP MORTON 
 

Ah yes, old Queen, both I and me. 
 
 

 
LADY MARGARET 

 
We played it well: your head’s still on - 
And all at Court believe my curtsy 
To this outrageous King is bent 
Toward forgiveness for what he did. 
So I am left to sniff the spaces 
In the labyrinth of Richard’s Court 
Like a truffle bitch rooting for 
That smell that tells us where to dig 
For the roots of our rebellion.  

 
 

BISHOP MORTON 
 
My cases are packed for Wales, 
Where bumptious Buckingham 
Believes he still holds all the cards. 
I’ll play with him and watch him blanch 
As I reveal our deck of aces, 
Then use the trump to turn a trick -  
Give him a taste of realpolitik. 

 
Morton descends from the Tower with suitcases  

and comes to Lady Margaret. 
 
 

LADY MARGARET 
 

The Princes…? 
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BISHOP MORTON 
 

Now languish here; are bored.  And now 
That Richard sits upon the throne, 
They sleep and wake and live with fear. 
The Prince of Wales is old enough 
To know the rules, but not the game - 
That losers always lose their head 
And thus the power of their name.  
The little brother must die as well. 
Too bad, but he must be severed 
From his life and his Royal claim. 
Neither boy will know who’s to blame 
But all who live will point to Richard - 
As they should.  Now, I must go.   
Leave all to me. 

 
 

Exit Morton with suitcases one way and Lady Margaret 
another, cackling under her breath. 
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Scene 18 
 
INT. – VARIOUS 
 

To the sound of plaintive music, to separate parts of the stage, 

all wearing black robes 

enter Anne, obviously ill from one direction, carrying a large candle. 

Lights up on Elizabeth on her knees, under the light of a large candle. 

Enter Jane Shore furtively, carrying a large candle. 

Enter Lady Margaret, carrying a lantern. 

The coronation robes used for Richard and Anne descend. 

 

ANNE 

I’m sick. 

 

ELIZABETH 

I’m in despair. 

 

JANE SHORE 

I’m lost. 

 

LADY MARGARET 

I have the upper hand at last. 

 

ANNE 

Richard, I envied once your grief, 
As all stars envy the universe 
For being large.  At odds with your 
Unending pain, and awed, I could  
Show my light only by being  
Suspended in your dark.  But I 
Have a pulse that shows I move  
Apart from you, and my own  
Electric voice with which my bright 
Existence is broadcast through all 
Eternity.  And now I go  
From you forever, dressed in  
The glorious madness of a muse 
Whose feet can walk the milky way. 1 
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Anne falls into a black heap. 

 

ELIZABETH 

Richard, the thing of being born 
Of being something new under 
The sun, is, with the sudden howl  
Under our man-made lights a bitter 
Conversion from wonder to terror, 
Is, by the first professional 
Hand, made un-magical.  And as  
We sink past puberty and sprout 
The hair that tickles and smells of 
Life and burns at the very root  
Of being, we can manipulate 
The fear upon our face and make  
It seem like loving looks or a 
Hundred other faces of human  
Intercourse.  So, if my daughters 
Danced with you, let them seem 
To be the happiest steps they 
Took, for what they there redeemed 
Was but the chance to live their lives - 
The life I bore and bred in them. 
But if it was you who did my boys 
To death, as you did my brother, 
Then I hope some great poet will, 
One day, fix you forever in  
Your time and place as murderer 
Of life, of love of human grace. 
 

 
Queen Elizabeth falls into a black heap. 

 

JANE SHORE 

Richard, you saw how, in age, we 
Women, sink and sag until all 
The muscles that made us glamorous 
Now burn to hold our heads up high.   
You saw how all our wet desires  
Turned to dust, and left us standing 
Under the always arcing sun 
And cycling stars, somehow alone. 
You men lust for what you want and 
Inflict the wounds we bear as scars. 

 
Jane falls down into a black heap.  
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LADY MARGARET 
 

And am I left to turn the tale, 
Richard?  Or will my ancient need 
To be avenged prove just as fatal? 
One of us - or both - is stuck on Morton’s fork. 

 
 

Lady Margaret, now looking like the old Crone we met in Act 1,  
walks off carrying her lantern, dimly lit. 
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Scene 19 
 
 
INT.  – BRENNOCK CASTLE IN BRECON, WALES 
 
 

Enter Buckingham, anxious. 
 
 

BUCKINGHAM 
 

I rattle in my castle like a stone in a tin cup 
Distracted and damned to prowl the tight corridors 
Of my reason until I confront my anger, 
Which broods and stomps in confinement like a minotaur. 
In one mazy mind I wage intelligence against an awful force 
And cause myself to speak aloud and thus occlude the bitter howls 
My spirit would otherwise invoke against the King - my King! 
Who once crowned became less opaque and boosted me 
From London at the speed of light to where I become  
The definition and quintessence of periphery, 
Shifted suddenly from the blue colours of a proven loyalty 
To this red-faced uncertainty.  Ah, but now I sigh 
And even snicker to myself - this mind which at once revolts 
Against ingratitude and scorns the rituals of its petulance, 
Which has me endlessly repeat my question “why?” 
While it works its logic on past events.  I come to grasp  
The creation and necessity of my predicament 
And to abide the imperatives of the royal power 
From which I myself am inextricable and reason,  
Insidious as any passion, begins to dominate my ruminations. 

 
 

Enter Bishop Morton first standing in the shadows watching, 
then making himself known. 

 
 

BISHOP MORTON 
 

Ah, Lord Buckingham, here you are. 
Have you thought about the question? 
Why are you exiled from the Court? 

 
 

BUCKINGHAM 
 
He feared me!  He feared a London full of me! 
He feared himself Ineffably!  And used his power  
To explode his fear.  Poor Richard.  He learned the politics 
Of a single mind and he can suppress whom he thinks 
Opposes him.  But a King cannot subject all others 
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To his will by extending a bastard science laws; 
Whom he offends will trump-up any cause to strike him back. 
I am Buckingham!  not a twist in Richard's personality. 
Well, he has nothing to fear of me.  I was his friend  
And remain so still.  I know a sullen King, so lost in self 
Must be distracted from perplexity so he can meet clear-eyed 
The forces that will besiege him within and from without. 
But ho!  Go easy!  Do not disturb the brittle calm  
That crowns these times.  Take care.  Yes, for Richard's sake, 
Nurse him from bewilderment and never as a nurse  
Deny the tit of love, however deep the growing teeth might tear! 

 
 

BISHOP MORTON 
 

A selfless man like you must act 
In the interests of the State. 
Richard is a man, but one who sits 
Upon his throne to serve us all. 
So, his endangerment is ours. 
But, what to do with competing claims? 
I know and M’Lord, so do you.   
The peace all want can be bought,  
But the price is blood.  His instincts  
To be fair and just and good put 
Him - and all of us at risk.  So, 
What must great Buckingham now do? 
  
 

BUCKINGHAM 
 

I know what's in my mind - that I  
Must take my urgent need to be 
Approved by him to some extreme -  
That I must invent an act in which 
He'll find, as in a dream, the terse 
Symbols of my concern.  Ah there! 
Those little bastard boys whose blood 
Is thickened with astonishment, 
Raised-up in some men's thoughts as 
Hard-done Princes deprived 
Of their Royal rights by Richard. 
Richard, King.  Our King!  My King! 
 

 
Buckingham cuts down the mannequins. The women on the floor 
(Anne, Elizabeth, Jane), all suddenly come to their knees and wail 

then fall back into a black heap. 
Exit Buckingham and Morton. 
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Scene 20 

 
 
EXT.  – LONDON, NIGHT 
 
 

Lights up on Richard sitting on his throne.   
The heaped women around the stage. 

Richard stands. 
 
 

RICHARD 
 

The Prince of Wales, the boy who would 
Be King, was twelve.  The other boy 
Was nine.  Two kids who disappeared. 
I put the blame on Buckingham. 
I put the blame on Buckingham. 
I put the blame on Buckingham. 
But was I right?  Anne was dead, 
So in whom could I confide what most 
I feared? - that my mighty medieval 
Ways were done, and I knew no other 
Means by which to act.  That game, 
As Morton called it, had been 
Displaced by subtleties to which 
Neither I nor Buckingham were wise. 

 
 

Enter Stillington, and Stanley with Lady Margaret. 
 
 

STANLEY 
 

To save his life from his ungrateful 
King, Lord Buckingham himself made 
Claim to England’s disputed throne. 
 

 
STILLINGTON 

 
That sinner gathered up his stones 
And hurled the first.  Up went 
His stung and wounded battle cries. 
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LADY MARGARET 
 

Henry Tudor heard his desperate 
Song, and offered help that he then 
Held back as Bishop Morton smirked. 
And I?  Well, I just thanked my God 
For that little war.  For the demise 
Of either one of them served 
To set the stage for what came next. 
 

 
Enter Buckingham under guard.  He is thrown down to his knees. 

 
 

BUCKINGHAM 
 

By the roots of my hair some God 
Got hold of me.  I ask for mercy! 

 
Richard strikes his throne loudly.  Buckingham buckles. 

 
 

STILLINGTON, STANLEY, LADY MARGARET 
 

Rivers! 
 
 

RICHARD 
 

Not an evil man but one whose 
Power was too dangerous. 

 
 

BUCKINGHAM 
 

Mercy! 
 
 

Richard strikes his throne loudly.  Buckingham shrinks. 
 
 

STILLINGTON, STANLEY, LADY MARGARET 
 

Hastings! 
 
 

RICHARD 
 

Not an evil man but one whose 
Power was too dangerous. 
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BUCKINGHAM 

 
Mercy! 

 
Richard strikes his throne loudly.  Buckingham collapses. 

 
 

STILLINGTON, STANLEY, LADY MARGARET 
 

Buckingham! 
 
 

BUCKINGHAM 
 

Mercy! 
 

RICHARD 
 

Betrayer of a seated King!   

Like my brother, George. 

 
Richard strikes his throne loudly.  Buckingham dies. 

 

Why do they 

Rise against authority and bring 

All the troubles of their troubled 

Minds to this exploding universe 

And make the background murmur 

A song of private pain?  

 

Richard goes to his knees and looks up to the heavens. 

 

I curse all you gods who rouse  

Our disbelief in all the gods who 

Ever were.  Why all this now? 

Why me? 

 

Richard screams in anguish at the heavens. 

A dirge is played.  Enter Bishop Morton across the stage. 

Lady Margaret moves to him.  Stillington and Stanley confer. 
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BISHOP MORTON 

Henry Tudor’s army is on 

The seas and will soon be marching 

On English soil.  The end game’s near. 

 

LADY MARGARET 

And all now think, right or wrong, 

The Princes’ blood’s on Richard’s hands. 

 

BISHOP MORTON 

And who shall write the history, 

But he who procures the victory? 

 

Exit Morton and Lady Margaret. 

The sound of trumpets and war drums rises. 

Richard rises from his knees. 

 

RICHARD 
(Abstractly to Stanley and Stillington) 

 
The final battle is now upon us. 
But, I see you wavering, holding 
Back, being careful, taking your  
Direction from the martial wind, 
Waiting until the battles have 
Commenced, and Richard, King, in 
The furious twisting of his joints, 
Has lost his crown to the bleeding 
Earth where you may recover it 
To hold until the dying's done. 
Your hands will anoint the victor's 
Head and cap the future with  
The gushing dirt and rusted gold. 
 

 
Exit Stillington and Stanley. 

 
 
What have I come to learn, at last? 
That space and time exist in one  
Continuum, bending through my  
Dreams and my reality so that 
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My curving life is not subject  
To a formula, that I cannot  
Be figured on a graph; that at my end  
Stillness is my enemy; that  
I live and die alone in the  
Camouflage of society. 
 
I had a woman once who tried  
To rescue me.  She thought me lost  
And searched through her bewilderness. 
Look what it cost when she found me  
Swinging only half-confused  
In the tangles of my doubts. 
 
In my youth I swung upon a pendulum, 
An apparition as profound  
as love.  For I sought - like all men 
I know – I sought to impose my desires 
On the stronger orders of the universe. 
 
But, how could I know  
What a universe requires? 
No matter how fast I moved, or slow,  
My clock kept a human beat for me, 
And every tick and tock fractured 
My world into the complications 
Of dichotomies. 
 
I saw my wife apart from myself 
And made a myth of her softer skin, 
Which I wanted just for comforting. 
And all my friends I kept at bay 
And never felt the intertwining  
Of our nerves until each one died  
And I felt them disengage. 
 
No one knew how long I cried 
For I kept myself in sound-proofed rooms 
A long distance from the living 
Who were shaken when I walked amongst them 
To see my face contorted to indifference 
The composition of my choice. 
  
I came in daylight to the city and disdained 
The separate lives of merchant men from rural men 
And saw at night the ultimate un-focus 
Of the city glow - iridescence and fluorescence 
In which the savage stars lay buried 
So I thought I'd never find myself. 
 
But here I am with conceptions that do not  
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Split the world in twos,  
And I bathe in the thin light 
Of stars and city spreading through the country 
No longer caring to be found. 
 
And here's my fatal irony: 
No one has yelled the command 
To go forward or retreat. 
But here we are across a border  
With more time to contemplate 
Than is required for people  
Who have fought before.  And what  
I think of?  Not defeat, but that 
My surrender to a power far 
Greater than myself is a victory. 
 

 
Buckingham, Anne, Queen Elizabeth and Jane Shore  

rise in a semi-circle behind Richard and begin slowly closing in. 
 
 

And there is my enemy grinning 
Through his atoms and decay 
Grinning into the black,  
Into the ringing nothing 
Through the bones of his teeth  
Sometimes with eyes closed 
In his senseless trial of strength. 2 
And he may take the crown.   
I shall become a word stretched 
To a scream that rushes out 
Onto this unforgettable blur, 
Unphotographable blur, 
Into a blur the far sight cannot see. 
And they will outlive my dismemberment 
As I hit and splash and atomize,  
Recreate themselves in green, in spring. 

 
 

The black circle closes over Richard and they all sink and  
go as flat as possible.   After a longish pause,  

Lady Margaret, as herself and the Crone, 
push the shopping cart across the stage. 

Fade to black. 
 
Footnotes: 
 

1.  Richard Crashaw – “To the Morning” 
2. Ted Hughes – lines from “The Contender” (permission to be sought) 


